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ANNUAL NARRATIVE REPORT
ot
Mariel Hopki.ns, Horre Agent
Bery� Burt, Assistant Home Agent
Yuma. County
1.957
C. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITlES �1) ACCOMPLISHMEnTS
(a) Highlights
Adult Work
Eight Home Making Clubs and six associate clubs have held one hundred and
seventeen meetings during the -year with an attendance of three thoUsand and
eighty. Of' these eighty-four 'Were attended by the Agents with a total
attendance of two thousand, two hundred and fourteen.
To show hOW' the work has been divided during the past 'five years is 'the
rollOW'ing,
Year Home Agent
Days deyoted Days devoted
to adult work to 4-H work
Assistant Home Agents
Days work rn C'ounty
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
132
123
151
137
148
1.55
164
llt4
149
138
(Adult) 21 (4-H) 229
(Adult) 21 (4-H) 243
(Adult) 79 (4-H) '203
In all years an eftort has been made by the Home Agent to 'divide the time
equally between adult work and 4-H work. Assistant Home Agents have,
harever, spent the major portion of their tine with 4-H.
.
other than the above meetings, such organizations as the' Business and Pro­
.fessiona�Wanen's Club, the Zonta. Club, the Delta Kappa. Gamma Educa·tiona1
Association, the Anerican Association of University Women, Yuma Chapter
Number 14, Order of the Eastern Star, have been served by the Agent. A.
county-Wide program in nutrition, clothing and home management was planned
with the State Office and has been carried out.
Nutrition
One leader meeting was held by the Nutrition Specialist in the southern part
of the County and one in the northern part of the County durlng 1957. The
subject for the southern part of the County was "Clever Buying" or 'Getting
Your Money's Worth Out of Your Food Dollar". The subject for the northern
part of the County was "0nEi Dish Meals". The subject matter from these
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C. SUMvlARY OF ACTIVITlES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS (cont.)
(a) Highlights (cont.)
Nutrition (cont.)
meetings was subsequently given back to twelve organized groups representing
nine communitie s •
The Agents, during the year, have carried a program with all Homemaker Cl1i:B
by naans of demonstrations, discussions and work meetings. Subjects included
have been: Food for Health, Menu Planning, Cookies for all Occasions,
Christmas Sweets, Jelly Making, Food Freezing Techniques, Cuts and Grades
of Meat, Nutrition News, Yeast Breads.
As in· previous years, the Agent has found re�tition among clubs� Of' :nutrition
leader meetings from previous years such as: "Importance of a Good Breakfastll,
"Foods, lfHlen Entertaining", ":Meals That Can Waitll, "Salads From Locally
Crown Produce", "Favorite ",],�xican Dishes", ":ijoliciay ...Meals", IIGrapefruit
Desserts", "Mid-Day :Meals", IISafe Reducingll ..and "Outdoor Cooking".
As in pr�vi�us years, the "'A�nt has answer�d inq,'rlries and distributed
Extension bulletins on freezing and canning of foods, child care and training,
etc. In addition, a bulletin board in the Agent 1 s office has served to
dispense bulletins on the various phases of nutrition.
There has been spread of influence in'all communities through local leaders
and it is estimated that approximately four hundred families have been
assisted by the adult program.
Clothing
Miss Helen Church, State Clothing Specialist, has been in Yw.a County on two
s�parate occasions during 1957 in the interest of the Clothing program.
On February 21, a Homemaker Leader Training meeting on "Fabrics and Findings"
was held. Sub� ct matter from this meeting was subsequently given back
to eleven organized groups representing eight communities.
The second occasion was in April during the Yuma County Fair when Miss Church
was an official Clothing judge.
There have been method demonsbratdons and workshops by the Agent and leaders
during the year on: Pattern Alteration, Christmas Gift Suggestions, Stay
Stitching, Pressing, Tailoring Techniques, Altering Ready to Wear Garments,
Sewing Short Cuts and Color Harmonies.
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C. SUMMARY OF ACTNITJES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS (cont , )
(a) Highlights (cont.)
Clothing (cont.)
There has been a sjr ead of influence in all communities through local leaders
and it is estimated that apprcocima�ly four hundred and fifty families have
been assisted by the adult program.
Home llanagenent and Family Econanics
Miss Grace Ryan, the State Specialist, was in Yuma County on one occasion
during the year 1957.
On October 10, a Hanemaker leader Training meeting on "Use of Spl ce and
storage" was held. Up until December" subject matter .from this meeting has
been given back to cntn.e organized gr-oups • Additional gr-oups are anticipa.ted
to receive the work in 1958.
The work of the Specialist in previous years on the subjects "Importance of
Correct Lighting in the Home", on "Laundry �thodsll and on "Draperies" con­
tinue to be a .topic of discussion a.t local. meetings. Women�have adopted in
good. measure the methods taught. It is estimated that four hundred and twenty
five families have, during. the current year" improved sone phase of home life
because of the teachings of Miss Ryan.
Work on "Refinishing FurnitDreIt continues to be practiced in the County as
a result .. of leader meetings in,,1949 and. 1950. The making of slip covers and
re-upholstery of furniture continue to be practices in all canmunities as
a result of Homa Demonstration work. Most of these practices are a result
of demonstrations in previous years. During the current year, demonstrations
have not been held by the Agent. There has been a report of ten such meetings
being conducted by leaders. There have been others not reporj;ad.
Junior Work
A combined report for 4-H Home Economics and Agricultura� Club work is being
submitted in separate report. However, since more than half the Home Agents'
tine was given to 4-H Club work, it can scarcely be omitted from this report.
The Agents have supervised 4-H Home Economics projects in the County. In
addition, time has been spenb with the preparation and operation of such
specaa'l, events as a Yuma County Fair, County:.Council }eetings, County leader
Association �etings" leader Training Schools, delegations to 4-H Roundup
and 4-H Camp, Recognition Event, etc.
This year, for the fifth time, the Junior AgricultUru Fair was superceded
by a rea1 County Fair - the fifth Yuma County Fair. However" except for
change or location from Crane SChool to a Fairgrounds 8ite just beyond the
Country Club on Highway 80, operation of 4-H exhibits and activities were
similar to prftYious years. The County Demonstration Contest was held as a
-3-
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C. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHlvJENTS (cont.)
(a) Highlights (cont s )
Junior Work (cont.)
special event three weeks prior to the Fair. The County Judging Contest
followed the Fair by six weeks. This has become an established custom.
The Recognition Event on November 16 was attended by approx:iJnately two hundred
and fifty 4� members, leaders, parents and guests. Awards were made on a
community, county and state level. This year, for the first t:Ui1e, the banquet
was dispensed with. Punch and cookies were served after the program.
During the year, a total of twenty-six Home Economics Clubs have been super­
vised by the Agents. This year, as for the past six years, all clubs have
been community, clubs. ,School authorities have played no part in organization
or in operation.
Statistics
From the statistical report for the Home Agents is
AfLst
138
286
the following:
Assistant Agent
79
203
282
Days spent in Adult work•••••
Days spent in 4-H Club work ••
Total for the year •••••••••••
Days spent on projects
Extension organization and
program planning.......... 65
House and auzroundangs , furnis_hings
and equipment............. 20
Home Management••••••••••• " 2
Clothing.................. 98
Foods and Nutrition....... 55
Community development and
public affairs............ L6
Total for the year........ 286
95
16
12
55
43
61
282
(b) Local Factors Influencing
The work of the Home Agents in Yuma County is modified qy local conditions,
most of which have to do with topography and climate. For this reason, as
in previous years, � brief explanation seems justified. �lile the total
acreage of Yuma County is in round figures, six million, or one-twelfth of
the acreage of the entire State of Arizona, nevertheless, the total acres
on which cultivated crops have been grown has been relatively small.
In the past ten years, there has been marked development. At present, the
acres under cultivation in Yuma County are approximately three per cent of
the total. In general, this low percentage is due to unused land divided
into soil highly producti.ve but without water supply and hard pan plus
-4-
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C. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITJES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS (cont s )
(b) Local FactOrs (cont.)
caliChe.i.:.deSert soil including small mountain ranges of canparative];y lar
elevation. Of the land under cultivation, apprax:1mately one-third is farmed
by tenants 'While two-thirds is OW'ner-operated.
There is, as in previous years, a high percentage of shiftlbg,� rural, popula­
tion. These factors, tbat is distances to travel and large transient
population, make follow-up checks of much more than,average difficulty.
Local leaders, also, cannot function as effectivel\v as in m.a.ny other sections
of the United States. .
Another local factor influencing HOIJr:l Agent work in Yuma County is the Mexican
population. Apprarlmately one-third of the County is 1bxican. Of these
]i)xicans, only a small percentage (apprarlmate];y seven per cent) are
naturalized. These are highly patriarchal in family life. This accounts
for too fact that whi:e the children are accessible for Extension work
through the 4-H Club work, the women are practically unapproachable. There
are, harever, l'Dmen in our Homemaker Clubs who speak Spanish and who have
acted as interpreters in all. community projects.
Mantion should also be moo of the Indian population. There are two Indian
Reservations as follows:
(1) Colorado River Agency located at Parker.
(2) The Cocopah Reservation, located in the lower Yuma ValJe y. There is also
the Fort Yuma Indian Agency located on Indian Hill, in California, directly
across the river from Yuma.
For several years, the State policy was that Extension personnel should not
work directly with Indians. ·Eight years ago this policy was done away with
and steps were taken to carry an Extension program with the new: settlers in
the Parker area. For this program, the Agency Home Economist bas been in
charge. The exception was from July, 1956, to August, ].957, during which
period the position was vacant.
(c) Form of Organization
Yuma County HOIJr:l Agent work is or-gants ed under two headings as follows:
(1) Work with adults through regularly organized clubs, through clubs other
than those primarily organized for Home Agent work, through hane viSits,
office and telephone calls, through individual and circular letters, through
newspa�r articles.
Regularly organized Homemaker Clubs include the following areas I
(1) Yuma vicinity (2) Yuma-�sa (3) Somerton (4) Gadsden (5) North and
South Gila (9) Doroo Valley (7) Roll. (8) Parker.
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C. SUMdARY OF ACTIVITmS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS (cont.)
(c) Form of Organization (conts)
All Haoemaker clubs have a roster of members in the Agent's office and notices
of meetings are sent to each member.
Clubs programs for 1951 were initiated at a County Hanemaker Council meting
when club representatives, the Agents and state leader of" Home Economics
Extension formulated a calendar for specialists work in the County and for
subjects to be presented based on needs and interests. As nearly as possible,
programs for the clubs have been planned!:.CI1 a yearly basis. However, during
too current year, as in previous years, it has been difficult to realize this
canpletely. Limiting factors have been: shift in interest, change in duties
of club members, prolonged SUlIllIer heat.
In the various subject matter fields in the adult program, the follOWing
leader meetings with the State S];e cialists and the Hane Agents in charge
have been held:
February: "Fabrics and Finishes"
Miss Helen Church, State Clothing S:r:ecialist
March: "Getting Your Money's Worth Out of Your Food Dollars", "One Dish Meals"
Miss June Gibbs, Extension Nutritionist
october: nUse of Space and Storage n
Miss Grace Ryan, State SIBcialist in Hane Management
During the year, the' Agents have given back to clubs, subject matter obtained
at Extension and other meetings outside the County as follows: 42nd and 43rd
Annual Extension Conferences, University of Arizona; Information Work Shop,
University of Arizcna; State Home Agent Conference, University of Arizona;
Annual CO'UIltt7 Life Conference, UniYersi;ty of Ariz ala.; State Money Management
'Work Shop, University of Arizona; State 4-H Roundup, UniverSity of Arizooa.;
4-H Camp, Church Conference Grounds, Prescott; 4-H Leader's Conference,
Flagstaff; Cochise County Fair, Douglas.
The work of the Agents entail, in addition to regular �etings, many hane
Visits, telephone calis, conferences, publicity measures, etc.
As in pLst years, an effort has been made to supply hanemakers with the latest
published material in the Home Econanic field. A bulletin board is installed
in the office. In addition to the use of this bulletin board, bulletins are
distributed at neetings and are mailed upon request.
Until five years ago, the one County paper cooperating with the Home Agent
program was the Yl$ Daily Sun. The first of January, 1952, a weeldy called
"Yuma County Farmer" cane into being and the Home Agent has caITied a weekly
column from its beginning. In addition, special. neetings have been announced
in both the Yuma Daily Sun and the Yuma County Farmer.
D. PROGRAM OF VWRK
(a) Factors Considered and lvSthods Used in Determining the Program of Work
As previously stated, for years the Agent has made an effort to keep the
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D. lROGRAM OF lWRK (cont.)
(a) Factors Considered and M9thods Used in Determining The Program of Work (cont)
program of work as nearly uniform as possible. A great aid in this direction
has been the County Honemaker Council.
That is, programs have been planned with club leaders, with state workers and
with other club women in the County. However, this practice has not interfered
with the �stablished plan of inquiring preferences fran women in attendance
at neetings as well as from constant study of local conditions.
The local leader movement be gan in Yuma County in the Fall of 1939. Because
of limiting factors, it at first functioned on a limited basis only.
Handicaps in the local leader .movement have had to do with travel. distances,
climate etc, , and these handicaps, of course, continue. From the begmmng;
the movement has been carried in cooperation with the State Home EconOmics
staff.
(b) Inf'luence of State and National Agricultural Agencies
Except for 4-H Club work, Harre Agent work in Yuma County is quite distinct
fran other agencies. However, correlation does 'Occur coming naturally
rather than from a planned program.
(c) Project Activities and Results
1. Organization
Sub Project A - Farm Organization
The town of Yuma is the center of interest for all the southern part of the
County. Rural people,Without exception, come to Yuma for shopping and a
large percentage of' them have business interests in Yuma. The t<1RIl is in­
creasing rapidly in population and this increase is largely due to agricu1.tural
developments. The civic intere sts of the town all have part membership
fran the surrounding rural canmunities. For this reason, it has amays been
hard to draw a line between urban and rural activities.
It may be of interest to state here that the suburban section just south of
Yuma and referred to as Yuma-Mlsa was', in 1945, incorporated into the city
proper. This is a residential section where the Agent goes, fran time to
time, for meetings. More than ten miles beyond is another section which is
still Imam as the Yuma-M:lsa and whose principal industry is growing of citrus.
A third division designated as Yuma-Yesa is adjacent to the Air Base. It
is here that the Yuma-Mesa veteran families live, those who drew plots of
land from the government after the second -W'orld ·War.
In Yuma County J needs of the different canmunities are varied and so the
Agents can in no way limit their services to being a s].:ecialist in one line
of work.
There is a high. per-centage of very well educated W(l1leO in the club� with which
they work, so that they must always be on the alert 1ibat, the materJ.a� they
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D. PROGRAM 0:&' lWRK (cont.)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organization (cont.)·
Sub Project A - Farm Organization (cont.)
give is up-to-date and sound.
This also operates to make the data given, adopted for use. The Agents find
that practices are quicldy worked out by t� groups in question to incorporate
needs in a practical way. As a whole, the County is very reticent·to do
anything from a campaign angle but people are serious minded and energetic
in making the most of any opport1.Ulity for advancenant which can be made
practical. It is with this in mind that the Agents endeavor to make tb3ir
program service real.13 function.
Sub Project B - Home Economics Extension
As previousl¥ explained, the County Home Agent program, as much as is feasible,
o}:erates fran the State Hane Economics office which, in turn, operates fran
the Agricultural. Extension Service office at the University of Arizona.
During the current year, Yuma County bas been allaNed its share of tre services
of the State Cl.othing Specialist, the State Hane Management Specialist and
the Extension Nutritionist.
The State leader of Home Economics Extension work has assisted with County
Council. mee tings, which have bad to do with planning.
Sub Project C - Homemakers Council.
A county-Wide hanemaker council, whose function is to determine program
content for Home Agent work in the County, has become progressively a reality.
By way of recording progress made to the present tine, the follONing is told:
During the war �riod, it was impossible to hold county-wide homemakers
council meetings because of the restrictions in travel which war brought.
The Agent found it necessary to go from group to group in order to formulate
plans. These group decisions were pooled for a County .. decision. Then it was,
she met individually with program connnittees and planned with them for the
year for their particular club. The Victory Year Book, supplied by the State
Office, was used for posting these programs and was distributed to members.
Since 1946, the County Office has published its C7Rll Homemaker's Year Book.
The general. outline las each year been as follows I Club enrollment, Officers,
Suggested program subjects, Homemakers Creed, Calendar of month meetings.
Also scattered through the book have been timely quotations and space bas
been provided for note taking.
For the past six years, year books have been made for each club. Tb:i.s has
entailed working with program camnittees from each club, se�pg.rately. It
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D. ffiOORAM OF WORK (cont.)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organization (cont.)
Sub Project C - Haoemakers Council (cont.)
has had certain advantages because less has had to be written in and clubs
have been able to proceed in a better organized fashion.
Beginning in October, 1948, annual County Homemaker Council meetings have
resulted in members selecting programs for club study for the subsequent
year. Beginning in 1955� because of congestion in the specialists' programs,
the County has been limited to one selection for each specialist.
The meeting of the COl.Ulty Homemaker COWlcil for the purpose of planning a
program of work for�-l9.56 was held October 27, 1955. Miss Jean stewart,
State leader of Home Econanics ExtenSion, was present at the meeting 'Which
got under way at 10:)0 in the morning at Clymer's Tea Room in Yuma. Mr. Ray
Weick, Acting COl.Ulty Agent, showed the movie Ln color of our 1955 County
Fair. After this, he talked to the group, telling about 4-H Club work in
Yuma. County.
FollOWing the noon luncheon, Miss stewart explained the use of score cards
in judging exhibits. There was a general discussion with the entire group
taking an active part. The group then divided to formulate recanmendations
for the 195� program.
The Nutrition division had for its Chairman, Mrs. Esther "Vihi tman. The
following recanmendations were submitted and accepted:
That emphasis be placed on helping teen-agers maintain and secure a good
complexion.
1. Work up a basic diet for teen-age group.
Avoid chocolate, carbonated beverages, sugars, fried foods, fats,
mayonnaise.
2. Stress proper elimination.
3. Proper cleansing of skin.
4. Proper stimulation.
5. Rest.
6. Regular habits.
The Clothing division had for its Chairman, Mrs. Mae Baldridge. The following
recommendations were submitted and accepted:
1. Invite Miss Church to present judging standards for Clothing.
2. Have work on good grooming, hair styles, selection and care, posture.
The Hans Improvement division had for its Chairman, Mrs. Lorraine Ramsey.
The group presented a variety of subjects, including redecoration, home
repairs, hane appearance, new hane appliances. However, the one voted in
by the entire group as of first interest was the making of draperies.
-9-
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D. mOORAM OF WORK (cont.)
(0) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organization (cont.)
Sub Project C - Hanemakers Council (cont.)
The Canmunity Activities division had for its Chairman, Mrs. Lilly McCain
Smith. Their recanmendations bad to do with the County Fair as follows:
1. We favor the continuation of the Danish System of judging for too
1956 Fair.
2. Arty score card in the Fair Book shouJ.d be called to the attention
of the judges.
3. Sweepstake points should be determined by the Su�rintendents by
canparative value of articles entered and the amount of work involved.
4. Three judges, one of them local, and two fran out of the County,
should be used in the Adult Hone Economics Dep3.rtment for Clothing.
5. ·We favor doing away with too Green Award.
In all, there were eleven women's organizations represented by leaders.
The meeting.of the County Homemaker Council for the purpose of planning a
program with Specialist participation for the year 1957 was held October 18
of too current year. Miss Jean Stewart, State leader of Home Econanics
Extension, was present at the meeting beginning at eleven in tm morning
at Jean's Steak House. The program was as follows:
What's Al:ead for Agriculture in Yuma. County
Mr. Garrett Blackwell, County Agent
What's Amad for the YtDIla County Fair
Mr. Frank: Deason, Executive Secretary
What's Ahead for Home Econanics Extension
Miss Jean Stewart, State leader
Group Discussion and Reports
1. Clothing for 1957
2. Nutrition for 1957
3. Home Furnishings for 1957·
4. Community Activities for 1957
These discussions were participated in by all eighteen leaders present
rather than dividing into chatter groups as had been done in years previous.
The follOHing requests for the 1957 program were adopted:
Clothing
1. Sewing Technique s
2. New Fabrics and Finishes and Construction Problems
3. Foundation Garmants
Nutrition
1. Clever Beying - getting your money's worth
2. Cuts of meat and grades
-lO-·
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D. PROGRAM OF WORK (cont.)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organization (cont.)
Sub Project C - Homemakers Counci� (cont.)
Hane Improvement
1. Home appearance - yard, porch
2. Use of space - storage, arr-angemerrb , etc.
). Redecoration - wallpaper, paint,. etc.
Community Activities
1. Cancer Research program information
2. County Fair Organization and Operation (Hone Economics .Division)
Two program changes for October of this current year compared with programs
of previous years have prevented securing a date when the State leader of
Hane Economics Extension could meet with the County Council. The Annual
Ex:tension Conference was moved from December to October and the visit of
Miss Grace Ryan, Specialist in HoIOO Management, was moved fran May to October.
A program discussion and vote fram club groups visited by the Agents resulted
in the follewing requests being submitted for the 1958 program,
Cl�thing
PMhat to Look for When Buying a Dress"
.including a discussion of the new fabrics
Children's Clothing
General Clothing Techniques
Tailoring Equipnent
Nutrition
"Child Nutrition" - Infant, Pre-school, School
�at Cooking
Holiday Foods
Outdoor Cookery
Home, Management and Hone Furnishing
"Money Management" with emphasis on credit buying
�Use of Space and .. Storagell
�Furniture Re juvination" .
...
On October 29 of' the current year, the a�.ove was sent as a proposed Home
Agent program for the Yuma C01Ulty adult work to the State office.
Specialist assistance has been confirmed as follows:
Clothing Specialist - What to Look for "Wren Buying a Dress and 4-H,
Week. of February 17
Nutrition SpeCialist - Child Nutrition and 4-H, week of May 26
Home Management Specialist - leader training and 4-H, week of October 13
State leader - Program Planning � 1959, September 30
-1J.-
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D. !ROGRAM OF WORK (cont.)
(c) Project Activities and Results (cont.)
1. Organization
Sub Project D - 4-H Clubs '{8Gm�.)
It has becan.e the custan to submit a separate report for 4-H Club work.
It is deemed advisable to also include the report in the Home Agents'
Narrative for the following reasons:
(1) More thal hal! of the time of the Agents has been devoted to 4-H
Club work.
(2) Printed form FES - 21 (Revised June, 1954) by the Extension Service,
Washington, D. C., states tiThe Annual Report is a record of the
year's work put into convenient shape for future reference."
..
From December 1956 to December 1957, Home Economics 4-H Clubs in Yuma County
have been in operatdon and have shown completions. Data is submitted for
clubs whose year1s work closed October 1. Clubs organized since then will
be submitted in next year's report. Home Economics enrollments by clubs
for 1957 are as follows:
Club Pro�ct Enrollments �mber
Clothing Foods Home Furnishings Enrollments
-
Crane-
---crane Comm�ty 6 7 4 11
Sip & SeW 4 5 3 5
Snip & Whip 9 1 1 9
Gadsden
Go-Getters 7 6 8
Stitch & Cackle 3 3 3
Gila Vallez
Up & Coming Jr. 6 6
Parker
Haymakers &
Hcmemakers 7 15 20
Pitch :Eatch Sr. 8 � 8
Pitch Patch Jr. 11 2 11
Stitch & Ditch 7 .5 9
Quartzsite
Hi Jolly .5 12 1 10
Roll
-,rusy Bees 9 10 1 10
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Club Project Enrollments M9mber-
Clothing Foods Home Furnishin�s Enrollments
Salome
Stitch & Stir 12 12 12
Somerton
Jr. Farmers &
Homemakers 18 14 2 lB.
Little Wanen 5 4 2 5
Wellton
Desert Devils 5 1 5
Desert Queens 13 12 2. 14
Yuma Mesa
Jackrabbits 9 9 4 9
Yuma
�usyWomen 8 7 8 8
Cook 'n Chuckle 8 8 8 8
Eager Beavers 11 II
4-H Hours 6 6 6 6
Hem & Ha 9 8 1 9
Las Caseritas 8 8 8
lecan Stitchers 24 9 3 24
Sew. & So 8 8
Totals 226 164 47 255
The foregoing is based 'on final enrollment and consequently does not include
the Fall enrollments who, for one reason or another, droppsd , In addition
to the pro� ct enrollments, there Were eighteen Food Preservation enrollments
and fourteen Junior Ie'adership enrolllnents.
For the paaf eleven years, Ymna County has had an Assistant County Agent
who has been organization leader in 4-H work for the County. Features have
consequently been introduced into the program such as: a Junior Agricultural
Fair or County Fair, Recognition Banquet, night meetings for the older
youth, County Council meetings. All of these events have made an increased
demand on the Home Agents' time.
State workers who have visited the County for one or more days during the
current yea:r, in the interest of 4-H Hone Economics Club work, are as follOW's:
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January
Mr. Graham Wright, State leader, 4-H Club work
February
Miss Helen Church, State Clothing SP3cialist_
Aril
-
'ss Helen Church, State Clothing Specialist
Miss Sarah Harman, Assistant State Leader, 4-H Club work
Miss Edna Wiegan, Hane Agent at Large
Miss Lucinda Hughes, County Hane Agent
Miss Jean Stewart, State leader, Hane Economics Extension
Mr. Graham Wright, State leader, 4-H Club work
October
-
Miss Grace Ryan, State Home Management S�cialist
Miss Sarah Harman, Assistant State leader
Miss Jean Stewart, State leader, Home Economics EKtension
Each year, the Fair is the big event on the 4-H calendar. The first Fair
took place on April 6, 1946, and was cooperated in by the Agricultural
Extension Service and the vocational classes at the High School. The event
was sponsored by the Yuma County Senior Chamber of Commerce.
This was a one-day Fair and was culminated in the afternoon by a Dress Revue
and -announcement of awards. In 1941, the Fair date was April 12. However,
in order tbat more pe ople might visit the Fair, it was thrown open to the
public Friday evening, April 11, as well as all day Saturday, Aprill2.
The Home Econanics division was divided into three general divisions,
(1) Exhibits (2) Demonstrations (3) Judging Contests. By far the greater
portion of exhibits were clothing work.
This second year saw a total of twenty-four demonstrations given in the Junior
and Senior divisions. Judging contests were held in both clothing and foods.
Beginning in 1948 and through 1952, the Fair was open to the public for two
complete days. Dress Revues Were held in the evening and were supplemented
by a program fran the various clubs.
Because of the availability of such food supplies as sugar and fat, in 1948,
there were for the first time, entries in foods. Baked goods from the
three years of meal planning project requirements Were exhibited.
In 1948, the poster exhibit at the Fair took a different form in that it was
put on an individual rather than a club basis. 1948 saw the introduction
of a frozen foods premium list.
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In 1949, the Fair took place the eighth and ninth of April and as- in previous
years, was held at Crane School. In the clothing exhibit, blue ribbon:-'dresses.
were exhibited on special standards for the first time. Two upright home
freezers were loaned by local firms for exhibiting frozen foods. In the
foods exhibit, two bleacher sections were covered with white paper, decorated
with 4-H rosettes and used to display the entries. Food poster entries
showed an increase in both number and quality.
In 1949, for the first time, a theme was selected and carried through for
the Dress Revue. The theme was the 4-H Record Book. Four girls, recent
Chicago trip winners" dressed in pastel formals, were mistresses of ceremonies.
Mona Berry was na.rrator and used her am record book to talk fran. A large
record book formed a door through Which the Dress Revue girls stepped.
Opening and closing the door were Betty Jo Frauenfelder and Mary Lott.
Joan Carmon Brown assisted Mona Berry as narrator. In 1949, there were
thirt,y-three Home Economics demonstrations.
In 19.50, exhibits at the Fair showed a marked increase in the foods division. I
Exhibits conformed closely with the entry list which, in turn, had been made
to conform with requirements for the different 'project years. Frozen Foods
exhibits shaved the greatest increase in entries of any division.
The theme for the Dress Revue 7was ,Fashions in the Sun. A back drop with
cathedral windCNiS through which special lighting effects were arranged 'Was"
used. The Revue itself was well done and shONed an improvement in form
over previous years. Between scenes, entertainment consisted of the
following: A Spanish Dance by the Gadsden Go-Getters girls, a Tumbling Act
by the Somerton girls, two solos (4-H songs) by Myrna. Ellis of the Little
Women Club.
The year 19.5lsw. an advance in community leadership in preparation for the
Fair. There Were two pre-County Fairs as follows:
(1) The Wellton Kiwanis Club sponsored a pre-County Fair for the camnunities
of Roll and Wellton. (2) Gadsden had a pre-County Fair at the Gadsden
Granmar School.
Organization of the Fair was planned through the County 4-H leaders I Associa­
tion and the County 4-H Council. This included such details as: catalog,
entry forms, superdntendenf shee,ts, rules concerning exhibits and exhibitors,
appointment of' superintendents and assistant superintendents , committees for
Dre ss Revue.
S�cial mention should be made of the catalog which in 19.51, for the first
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tine, was full paper size and exhibited an improved organization and style
over previous years.
Dates for the Fair in 1951 were April 13 and 14. However, since all clothing
entries for the Fair had to be in by Wednesday at 5:00 PM and since setting
up for booths, decorations, e tc , , had to be done prior to that, it really
JJeant that the Fair for Home Economics workers extended from April 10 to 14.
Again in 1951, the overall decoration of booths was done by Homemaker Clubs.
The Dress Revue was held outdoors. A special. stage was built by the school
and a carpenter employed by the 4-H Council.
In 1952, the Fair in many ways showed an improvem:mt over previous years.
Planning meetings of special groups were very effective among Which can be
nentioned: 4-H County Council, 4-H leader Council, Dress Revue Conunittee,
Superintendents Connnittees. .
The 4-H County Council in 1952 financed the:_building of booth partitions.
They were built of celotex with board fran:es and each year have been stored
away as a permanent part of Fair equipment. The Dress Revue stage setting
in 1952 was 'the most elaborate and too most successfuJ. yet attempted, a
huge flower, out of t:oa center of Which the Dress Revue girls stepped.
For the first time in 1952, a cash award of ten dollars was given to the
overall Junior Dress Revue winner.
1953 saw a radical departure in the Fair, in that it expanded to be a
bcnafide County Fair of which 4-H is one diVision. A large plot of land
beyond the Ywna Country Club was designated as Fairgrounds and the Pan­
American Amusement Corporation was contracted to furnish exhibit tents
and amusements. Since the plot was raw land, it was necessary to dig a
well, to build rest rooms, as well as to move all 4-H cattle sheds, etc.
There were no funds to begin with and it was much to the credit of the
Board of Directors that the Fair closed with a good surplus, Wi th which to
make improvements for the coming year. From the public I s viewpoint, the
Fair was a huge success.
The 1953 Dress Revue was, however, both satisfactory and disappointing. It
was satisfactory because the girls participating did the best job of modeling
of any year so far. They were, without exception, poised and business-like.
Their garments fitted them unusually well and they really looked qui "00
professional.
The disappointment about the Dress Revue care from too availability of the
stage. No decorating could be done as in previous years and no pre-practice
sessions for the girls could be arranged.
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In 1955, the public Dress Revue at the Fair was worthy of special mention.
It was a decided improvement over the two previous years when the Dress
Revue had to share time and stage setting with the general stage show. This
year the hour between 7:30 and 8:30 was definitely set aside and there was
no interference. All girls with the exception of t..rw first year were scored
and winners selected on Tuesday ,night before the public Dress Revue on
Saturday night. First year girls in their aprons and mitt pot holders Weze .
scored Saturday evening.
In 1956, two 4-H Dress Revues were held in order that all girls might be
scored for modeling. The first was held Tuesday, April 17, at the Business
and Professional Wanen1s Club House in Yuma.
On Friday evening, April 20,at 8:00 PM, the public 4-H Dress Revue was held
at the Fairgrounds. Prior to this event, all first year girls were judged
in their aprons and mitt pot holders a-nd at. 1 second year girls in their
skirts and blouses. :Mrs. Frank Pritchard and Mrs. Al Face were the judges.
The Agent also secured the services of :Mrs. Josephine Film to instruct the
girls who bad previously been judged in modeling. This proved to be very
successful. Mrs. Pike did a wonderful job and the girls were delighted.
Mrs. Gladys Carlisle of Sare rton has been chairman of our Dress Revue
committee since 1954 and has done a very fine job, ironing out many diffi­
culties and lending much organization ability as well as initiative to the
task.
This current year of 1957, both the Pre Dress Revue at the Business and
Professional Wanen's Club House and the public Dress Revue at the Fair were
well received. The chief difficulty had to do with dressing roan facilities.
None was provided. The committee worked with the problem and finally
brought eighteen bed sheets from hane, roped off an area, and made a dressing
room. It worked quite well. For 1958, the Fair Board has promised us
dressing room accomodations in a 4-H Building Which is to be provided for
the first time.
�uth Ann Moo�
County 4-H Dress Revue winners were as follows: Junior division/�omerton
Junior Hanemakers Club; Senior Tailored diVision, Rita Baxter, Gadsden
Stitch and Cackle Club; School Dress division, Carolyn Curtis, Crane Sip &
Sew Club; Senior Best Dress division, Sandra Neese, Yuma Busy V�omen Club;
Senior Party Dress divisipn, Cheryl Higgins, Yuma Busy Wanen Club.
As in years past at the 1957 County Fair, 4-H exhibits were made on the
camnunity or club booth plan , This current year there 'Were the follcwringa
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Crane conununij,y, Parker corrnnunity, Gadsden community, Somerton connnunity,
Wellton-Mohawk area, Quartzsite-Salome area, Yuma-M3sa Rabbits, North Gila
Club, Cook 'n ChUCkle Club, Busy Y�anen Club, Sew and So Club, Las Casaritas
Club, Hem and Ha Club combined with the Little Women Club, Snip and V�hip
Club combined with the Pecan Stitchers Club. This made fourteen booths in
all. Each booth was built around a central theme and much ingenuity was
sham. Sweepstakes went to Crane Community with the theme "Steps to Success".
Runner up was Parker community wit1.I the theme "4-H'ers Grand March".
Finalists in the 4-H Dress Revue at the 1957 County Fair:
left to right - Ruth Ann Moody, SOlll3rton; Patty Oldham,
Quartzsite; Carolyn Curtis, Crane; Cbe ry1 Higgins, Yuma •
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Finalists in the 4-H Dress Revue at the 1957
-
County Fair: :Ie It to right - Sandra Neese, Ymna.;
Elva Warner, Crane; Rita Baxter, Gadsden.
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There was a fine spirit of cooperation among all the helpers. The 4-H
leaders worked tirelessly until. the judging was canplete and too booths
were ready for exhibits. The judging was accepted without canplaint and
a great big thank you goes to the judges in the persons of Helen Church,
State Clothing Specialist; Sarah Harman, Assistant State 4-H Leader; Edna
Wiegan, Agent at Large; Lucinda Hughes, Home Agent; Jean Stewart, State
leader; Graham P. Wright, State leader.
Beginning with 1953, the .Annual County 4-H demonstration contests have
been reld separately fran t)le 4-H Fair. It has proven very much a success
both in the number of participants and in the qualit,y of demonstrations.
In 1955, the contest was held on March 12 and because of the number of
demonstrations entered, it was necessary to have two Home Economics sections
in order to care for tmm in one day. The place of meeting was the Somerton
School and the contest got under way at ten in the morning and ran continuously
until 4:)0 in the afternoon.
TOO above plan bas carried through for both 1956 and 1957. The date for
1957 was :March 16 When a total of thirty-six hane econanics demonstrationa
Were given.
Of these demonstrations, the following were divisional winners:
Junior Food P.re�ation IndividualIITaking thess ��ork Out of Pie Pastell
Iva Jones - Roll Busy Bee Club
Junior Food Preparation Team
"Cake, Conventional Methodlt
... Armilda Golden
Beverly McDonald - Busy Wanen Club
Senior Food Preparation Individual
IlMayonnaise Caken
� Yvonne Whitten - Yuma M9sa Rabbetts
Senior Food Preparation Team
"Orange Chiffon Cake"
� Rata Welch
Rita Baxter - Gadsden Stitch and Caclde Club
Junior Food Preservation Individual
II Jelly Making'l
Janie Rushin - Busy w� onen Club
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Junior Food Preservation Team
"Strawberry Preserves"-
� Brenda Wood '_
Lucille Espino - Cook In Chuckle ClUb
Junior Clothing Individual
"Marking Darts with Tailor Tacks n
... Avis JelUlings - Crane Community Club
Junior Clothing Team
"Shine a Happy Shoe"
"' Sharon Standsbercy
Betsy Middleton - Crane Snip and Whip. Club
Senior Clotr.ing Team
"Cutting, True Bias"
... Anna Lou Michener
Linda Michener - Sorrerton Jr. Farmers and Hanemakers Club
Jupi or� Foods Team
"Cream Puffs"
... Carol Barry
Karen Carter - Cook In Chuckle Club
Senior� Foods Individual.
hQueen of 'i5eS"S'ertstl
... Elva Warner - Crane Community Club
Senior Bread Baking Individual
IIUm' Better Than Grandma's Bread"
Carolyn Curtis - Crane. Snip and Whip Club
Senior Home Furnishing Individual
tlMa;tdng a House a Home u
Cheryl Higgins - BUW Women I s Club
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:Anna i.Qu. Mlc:nner of the Somerton Junior Farmers and Homemakers show Sarah I. Harman,
4·H Le�der their clothing demonstrqtion. Miss Harman served as one of the judges for
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MIJtI$1:�1�Q'�-Ruth Young shows the proper methods of food preparation while Patty Oldham uses
�,l���d�.�IJ're durfns thelr home economics demonstration. The girls, who are members of the Hi Jolly
senior division.
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DECORATION--Cheryl Higgins of the Busy Wome� Club explains hoy
material wiU .be used in her demonstration. The demonstratjon entitl81
A Jiouse a Heme" won the Home Furnishings division.
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PIECE DE RESISfANC6-lvCJ Jones of the Roll Busy Bee Club won first place in
Junior IndlViduat Pood Preporctlcn Division. Her demonstration on making a
crust received a 98 Doint scnre.
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Judging
In 1951 and 1952, H�me Econanic judging was, for the first time, not
1neluded with the Fair program; but was held .as a separate event following�
the Fa:ir. The following years, until 1956, the reverse was true, that is,
judging contests were held on'Saturday morning of the Fair week while
demonstrations were a separate event.
During these years, judging rings were set up follOWing the plan of' those
to be used at the Roundup; For example, in 1955, the clothing rings were
as f011ows :
Aprons, Sewing Boxes, Blouses, Dresses , Pattern Fabrics and Findings. Juniors
judged four sets and seniors four sets, the options being serving boxes
and dresses. Written reasons, both Juniors and Seniors, were given for
Pattern, Fabrics and Findings. Oral reasons were given for blouses and
dresses.
.
In foods, the following sets of rings 'Were judged: Biscuits, Muffins,
Place Settings, Har-d Cooked Eggs, Butter Cakes. Juniors judged four sets
and seniors four sets, the options being biscuits and cakes. Written
reasons were required for menus, both Junior and Senior. Oral reasons Were,
required for muffins (juniors( and cakes (seniors). Results Were tabulated
and ribbon awards made at the Awards Assembly the kst day of the Fair.
The difficulty with having the County Judging contest during Fair week has
been two fold:
1. Saturday has been the big day for 4-H Agricultural judging, exhibits
and the auction sale. There were, therefore, insurmountable conflicts.
2. There was no available time for 4-H member preparation in judging prior
to the Fair.
-
For these reasons, it was voted by the County 4-H Council to separate too
judging contest as well as the demonstration contest fran the Fair.
During May of 1956, the Hane Agent held four County meetings on judging.
Both for preparation and for operation of these meetings, the Agent was
assisted by Assistant Home, Agent, Bettie Maad. At one neeting, she was
also assisted by Ray Weick, Assistant County Agent in charge of 4-H Club
work.
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It should also be told that both Miss Helen Church, State Clothing S�ci.alist,
and Miss Grace Ryan, State Home Mana�ment S�cialist, gave specific 4-H
judging instructions in the County during the year as follows:
After school. on Wednesday, February 22, second year clothing and higher
4-H'ers fran the southern part of the County were invited for a meeting With
Miss Church. Mothers al d leaders were included in the invitation. They
came sixty-seven strong and Miss Church spent more than an hour explaining
Clothing techniques to them.
During the f'irst week in May, a leader meeting on 4-H Home Furnishing judging
was held with Mis s Ryan in charge. Since Home Furnishing has not been
included in the County judging program :in previous years, this meeting helped
a great deal in acquainting the leaders with just what is expected in HaIle
Furnishing judging. SUbsequently, leaders held meetings with their respective
club groups.
On May ll, the Home Agent journeyed to Parker where she joined Mrs. Mae
Baldridge, Indian Service Home Economisi; for a 4-H Judging Contest f'or
members in the northem part of' the County. The Contest included Junior and
Senior judging in Food Preparation and Clothing. Rings were set up to
conform to the preliminary announcement for the Roundup. After results Were
tabulated, five girls were selected for judging at the Roundup.
On May 26, the contest in the ·northern part of the County was held. Rings
were set up for Junior and Senior Clothing, Food Preparation and Home
Furnishings. A:£ter compiling results, five judging teams were set up to
represent the CO'lUlty at the Roundup •
. In 1957, preparation for the County contest has been confined to individual
clubs with both Agent and leader supervision. Instructions were prepared,
mimeographed and sent by the Home Agents to all 4-H leaders. This material
was used for individual Club stuqy.
On May 25, 1957, the County 4-H Judging Contest was held at the Arizona
Publio Service auditorium in Yuma. Notices of the contest were sent to all
Horne Eoonomics 4-H'ers in the County and their leaders. Forty 4-H'ers were
present in addition to which there were a number of leaders. Rings for
Junior and Senior Food Preparation and Junior and Senior Clothing were set
up p:evious to the contest conforming in plan to judging rings for the S!;ate
Roundup.
The week follO'Ning the contest, Home Furnishings rings were set up for the
Senior Hone Furnishing 4-H girls. From this, a Home Furnishing team was
selected.
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Teams selected fran the contests were Junior Clothing, Senior Clothing,
Junior Food Preparation, Senior Food Preparation, Senior Hane Furnishings.
It was ]a ter necessary to make some substitutions because of girls not
being able to attend Roundup or because of conflicts.
Sweepstakes
In 1951, as in previous years, Sweepstakes Were determined by the "number of
points earned by each 4-H member., Each blue and each red ribbon represented
a given number of points. "V�hite ribbon received no points.
Hone Economics wiImers in the individual sweepstakes awards contest were:
Senior - Elva "i�arner, Crane
Junior - Karen Carter, Yuma
Club Sweepstakes Were determined by the average number of points accumula.tad
per club member in the club. Winners in the contest Were:
First - Crane Cormnunity Club
Second - Parker Community Club
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Yuma was well represented at
the 39th annual 4-H Club Round­
up at the University of Arizona in
I Tucson last week by Miss Sandra
I Neese, who was named state win­
ner in the dress revue contest,
Miss Neese, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs Phillip Neese, was chosen
for" this honor from a group of 25
entries throughout Arizona.' The
award was made during the recog­
nition banquet, the final event of
the four-day roundup on Friday,
June 7.
.... -
In November, Miss Neese w
attend the 4-H Club Congre� l r
Chicago where she will Corp-petE
with other state winners for thf
national dress revue award.
Her winning creation was a two
piece ensemble featuring a naVJ
blue and white block-print, cottor
sheath dress with a navy blus dus
ter, lined with matohing material
Each entry modeled her own crea­
tion.
A junior at Yuma Union Higb
School, Miss Neese is active in
school affairs. She is al member
of the Lyers Club, Future Home­
makers of America, Drama and
Pep Club.
4-H Club leaders Who assisted
Miss Neese were Mrs. Alice Rush.
in, Mrs. Vonda Golden and Marie]
Hopkins, county agent.
STA.n WlNNElJ-Mlss Sandra Neese, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
PhiWp Neese, models a lovely two piece eD!!lemble which won for
her ,tate·wlde honors at the annual "·R Club Roundup at the
Unlverslty of ArIzona last week. Miss Neese will vie for national
honors at the "·R Congress In Chicago this fall.
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Rormdup
The 39th annual 4-H Roundup was held on the University campus June 4-8. Yuma.
County bad a total of 51 delegates. Thirty-one of these were girls and,
of these, twenty-eight Were in the Home Econanics CQIlFetitions. Delegates
and swards which they received are as follows:
JUDGING
Jr. Clothing:
Kathie Dewhirst
Sandra Jolmson
Dinah Eddy
no award
Sr. Clothing:
Margaret Schott
Sandra Neese
Anna Lou Michener
no award
Sr. Home Furnishings:
Margaret Schott
Nancy Bobersky
Cheryl Higgins
3rd Place
Jr. Foods:
Patty Perry
Caroline Reynolds
Barbara Oliver
3rd Place
Sr. Foods;:
:Margare t Holtsoi
Carolyn Curtis
Betty Whitson
DEMONSTRATIONS
Jr. Foods Team.:
Armilda Golden
Beverly MCDonald
3rd Place
red
Jr. Foods Individual:
Iva Jones red
Sr. Foods Team:
Patty Oldham
Ruth Young red
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DEMONSTRATIONS (cont.)
Sr. Foods Individua�:
"" t1 (bread)
Yvonne Whitten
Carolyn Curtis
red
blue
... ,
Jr. Clothing Individual:
Drenda Neese
�
blue
Sr .. Clothing Team:
Anna. Lou Michener
Linda Michener blue
Sr. Hone Furn. Individualt
- Cheryl Higgins blue
Jr. Dairy Foods Team:
Carole Barry
Karen Carter blue
Jr. Preservation Team:
Brenda vV ood
Lucille Espino red
Jr'. Preservation Individual:
Janie Rushin red
DRESS REVUE
Tailored Outfit - Rita Baxter blue
Best Dress Costume - Sandra Neese blue
Sandra Neese was declared State Dress Revue winner and, as such, represents
Arizona in the National, Club Congress Dress Revue in Chicago November 28 to
December 7.
"Make It Yourself v�ith 1liool Contest"
..
For five years, advanced Yuma County 4-H girls have taken part in the IlMake
It Yourself 1Hth viool Contest" sponsored by the National w�ool Grow'ers ,
Association. In 1952, at the ...contest at the State Fair, Myrna Ellis entered
the senior division modeling a Farstman wool suit and top coat which she had
made • Colors of her out!it were cinnamon, gray and old gold. She was
awarded the portable sewing machine offered as a special prize by the
Arrerican Woolen Association.
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� .
In 1953, five yuzna. County 4-H girls entered the contest. They were as
follC1NS : Charlotte Salyer, a Miron Wool Flannel outfit in plain pONder blue
combined with a shepherd's check in matching blue and navy; Marilyn Carlisle;
a Cambridge Gray Flannel outfit consisting of a circular sldrt and lined
Eton jacket; Helen Faulkner, a Miron w-�ool Flannel outfit (same material
as Charlotte Salyer' sh Sandra 'Gaines, a wheat yellow wool crepe dress of
very interesting design; Joan Koogler, a sport dressmaker suit with a boxy
lined jacket and a close fitting skirt.
Charlotte Salyer was the prize winner of the group , She was awarded sheer
wool yardage for a dress.
In 1954, ten Yuma County 4-H girls entered the "Makl3 It With Wool". Trey
were as follows: Norma Baldridge, a Powder blue jersey dress and.matching
stole With black and white accessories; Joyce Barry, a Dusty Rose flannel
dress. and matching short jacket with black accessories; Mary Ellen Bobersky,
a deep turquoise jersey dress with hand crocheted angora woolcoIDlr' and
hat band. fur accessories Were black and white; Marilyn Carlisle, an imported
grey flannel with hand embroidered dots in chinese red. &l'.'accessories
"'lere navy blue. Helen Faulkner, a full length coat in frosted taupe lined,
with avacado green milium satin. Her accessories were avacado green and
bram; Margaret Faulkner, a swede wool suit of brown mixed with gold and
grey. Laurene Harding, a sport full-length coat in heather tan. Her access­
ories were brCM'n and orange. Susan Rohrbough, a full length coat in deep
wine. Her accessories were black and teal. Charlotte SalJ-er, a royal red
full length coat with a grey wool dress and black accessories. Betty Smith,
a frosted blue short coat with red and grey accessories.
.
All girls llere �in.;·the,,;.Jwiior._div:ision, in which Yuma County won three awards.
Marilyn Carlisle won a .trip to the National· Contest in Salt Lake City, Utah;
Mary Bobersky won a portable feather weight sewing machine; Betty Smith won
wool yardage.
In 1955, plans for the contest were changed on the State level. A District
Supervisor was appointed in the person of N..rs. Ellenore Face of Yuma and
a State SUJ;ervisor in the person of Mrs. Mary Robertson of Tucson. As in
years past, it was necessary for the Home Agent to take an active part as
the actual instructor for entrants who were affiliated in any way with the
Extension program. Four costUmes were completed in time for the Diltrict
contest in Yuma on December 28. Two coats, two suits and one dress Were
included in these cosbune s , The four contestants were divided,two of Junior
age and two of Senior age, in the persons of Margaret Faul.kner (It.-Hler),
Joyce Barry (4-H'er), Rosalie Robles (4-Hler) and Lois Pratt (former 4-H'er
and Homemaker Club member).
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.. �
At the State Contest, our two Senior division girls placed. Lois Pratt
placed first and won the trip to the National contest in Fort �iorth, Texas.
Rosalie Robles placed second and received the, portable Singer Sewing Maehine
award.
During the current year of 1957, the "Make It Yourself With Wool" State
Contest was held on January 12. Representing Yuma County were two Senior
and two Junior girls, all either preserrt or past 4-H'ers• Two Junior girls
placed in the State Contest as follovs:
,
Elva Warner - Tailored Suit - Third Place
Sandra Neese - Tailored Suit - Fourth Place
This current Fall, there are a total of ten 4-H girls working on wool garnen ts.
The District Contest takes place in YlDIlB. the latter part of December while
both the State and National contests will be bald in Phoenix in January of
1958.
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ltMake It Yourself With Wool Contest" (cont.)
SKIRT ENTRIES in the Wool sewing contest were Cheryl Higgins, Margaret Schott,
Anna Lou Michener.
Yuma County Junior 4-H girls entering the IlMake It Yourself Viith v� 001"
Contest for the first time.
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Candidates for National 4-H Club Camp
This current year, as in previous years, saw good competition for the National
4-H Club Camp award on the County basis. From the records submitted, Elva
-Warner's record was chosen as the County winner. She, however, did not
place as a State Winner.
Recognition Event
The County 4-H Recognition Event was held this current year on Saturday,
November ·16. This year, for the first time, the banquet was df.spensed with
and the event was confined to a program followed by a social hour with
. simple refreshments. Apprax:imately two hundred and fifty 4-H'ers, leaders,
parents and friends attended.
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TO MAKE THE BEST BETTER
This event marks the 12th time the 4..Jl Club
program in Yuma Count.y has o� together to"
mark the end af a su.ecesSful year of h-H Cll1b
work.
We want +o salute those L..H Club leaders who
have 5iven so generously of their time and
effort. 'fheirs has been a big jQb and DI�_�
done.
To those L-H members who have successfully
completed their ;projects.a:we ant to saT eon....
gratulations. Further tribute is due those
who have made additiona1 achie�ement in acti�
ties, events and contests. lie are doubly
proud of you.
And our parents, you have lots of reasons to
proud. You've undoubtedly had to make some
sacrifices in orcer that your younf.sters could
achf.evr • '!'he boys and girls are mirpty Erateful
to you.
Thanks to those civic minded persons who have
loyally supported the 4-H protram. "They are
our friends of 4-H".
.
Mayall of us USE the inspiration of this meet­ing to launch our eoals for another year. A
year that will bE even more pro�ressive and
satisfying.
mOORAM
•••••••••••GladiB Alps, President
1956-,7 4-H Ldrs. Assn.
•••••••••••Under direction of ��
Bob Frazier, IUHS MUsic
Department.
A'�iards ••••••••••Loeal .friends o:f 4-H
•••••••••••••••••Choralairs
Oificers ••••••••••••
Ceremony••••••••••yuma Co. Jr. Leaders
••••••� •••••Committee of 4-H Ldrs.
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Special Events
Each February brings a Silver Spur Rode 0 to Yuma.. The attending parade is
an all-out community venture for the many youth and civic organizations.
For a good many years past, there has been a 4-H Float in the parade. This
year no one spear headed plans until shortly before the day. Then the
President of the 4-H Council called the Agent saying that he had entered the
Council for a float and asking for her help. So the Agent sat in on plans,
ordered the necessary materials and supervised the building process, etc.
It was a ver-J attractive float built around the theme "Tim3 for 4-HIt. The
floor of the trailer was a huge four leaf clover, the skirt was white floral
overall with green fringe around the bottom. On the sides in floral green
was Hsad - Heart - Hand - Health. Across the back in green floral letters
was the theme "Time for 4-HII. In the center of the fl.oat was father time,
one of our tallest 4-H boys .dn complete costume indluding wig and beard and
leaning on a large scythe. In one corner was a 4-H boy with his pig, in
anotber a 4-H boy tending his miniature garden, in the third corner was a
4-H girl sewing on a sewing machine and in the fourth corner was a 4-H
girl with paint can and brush working on hanemade book shelves. A nice color
feeling was maintained even to the green tractor with orange trim that
pulled the trailer and the squaw eire sse s of the girIs, one of which was a
matching orange and the other white. We received many favorable comments
on the floa.t in the parade.
The 4-H Barbecue was mld, as on previous years, in the exhibit building at
the Ywna County Fairgrounds. The date was March 2. PreViously, committees
had been worked out by the 4-H Councfl, and the Leaders Associatio� The
Horne "Agent had been assigned to serve as an ex-officio member of the ticket
and publicity committees as well as the purchase and food. preparation
committees. She spent both Friday and Saturday working with homernaker groups
in the Gadsden and Crane areas and with supervising work at the Fairgrounds.
The event was highly successful. There was an attendence of 1200. The meat
was barbequed by Bill POIier, a Crane 4-H leader. All the food, including
beans, sauce, salad, etc., was of high quality and very well served. In
addition, the Leader's Association had a booth for homemade pies and a cake­
walk dispensing homemade cake s •
A recreation program was also planned and carried out, supervised by the
Assistant Home Agent and Leaders.
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Special Events (cont.)
At the invitation of Miss Helen Church, State Clothing Specialist, a very
successful 4-H Simplicity Pattern Fashion Show was held on September 23.
The 4-H leader Council functioned in preparing for tl'l..e event which included
the Dress Revue, a table of fruit punch for refreshments, a table for
distribution of pattern booldets from all the major pattern companies. 4-H
girls served as models, as ushers as well as presiding at the punch bowls.
The purpose of the event was to shOW' 4-H'ers what the new styles for Fall
and wiinter would be. 'I'he Yuma. Union High School Cafetorium was the place
of meeting. The theme "Fashion Zodiac for the Modern Miss" was worked out
in a back drop for the stage. Programs from the Simplicity Pattern Canpany
and sent fran the State office were passed out as guests arrdved , One
hundred and seventy five 4-H'ers, leaders and mothers attended. The 4-H
girls taking part did an excellent job and, all in all, it was a festive
as well as very successful event.
4-H girls in the opening skit of "Fashion Zodiac for tIE
Modern Miss".
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the Fashion Show (wardrobe supplied by Simplicity
Fashion Company).
4-H Camp
The 4-H Camp, as for five years past, was held on the Church Conference
grounds near Prescott. This year, instead of a State Camp, it was a two­
County Camp -- !!..aricopa and Yuma counties. The name coined for the Camp
was IIOperation 4-H Maycosall•
... ..
The Assistant Heme Agent represented tle Yuma County Home Economics starr.
Her responsibilities included supervision or the kitchen (including purchasing
of the food and serving of it) and teaching a 4S-minute class each day on
Parliamentar,y Procedure.
There 'Were 134 persons at Camp. This figure included 4-H Junior members,
adults and Junior leaders, cooks and Extension personnel.
From all reports, the Camp was unusually successful. It certainly has served
to strengthen 4-H bonds for all who attended.
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lJAG AND BAGGAGF--Yuma County 4-H Club
members load their baggage aboard a bus,
which will carry it to Prescott and the Yuma
and Maricopa. 4-H encampment there. Fifty-nine
Yuma County 4-H'ers, their junior an.d adult
leaders and instructors, left Yuma at six a.m.
Monday morning for the one-week nutlng.
(Sun Staff Photo)
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4-H Camp (cont.)
man is the bus driver and Yuma Producers Co­
operative Association handle. baggage aJU1
equipment transfer. The Jdds are due baek ht
urday. (SUn Std Photo)
Leader's Conference
Apprmcirnately 170 per-sons - 4-H leaders, Junior leaders and Extension �r­
sonne], attended the 9th Annual leader1s Conference, August 26-30. Yuma
County's Extension pez-sonneL was represented by Ray vteick, Assistant County
Agent in charge of 4-H Club work, and Beryl Burt, Assistant Home Agent.
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The theme of the Conference, ttToday's Cballenge-Tomorrovr's Citizens" was
given many interpretations by. the speakers present. 1m6ng:,those offering
challenges were E. W. Aiton, Director, 4-H Clubs and nw programs, Federal
Extension Service, who spoke to the leaders regarding nyour Role as a 4-H
leader" and who also discussed the trends in the national program, mentioning
that We must realize that 4-H is urbanizing more and more.
.
Mr. T. Vi. Thanpson, Service Director, National Committee on Boys and Girls
Club Viork, discussed records, record keeping and the duties and functions
of the National Connnittee •
The State staff and County Home Agents also participated in the program.
Workshops in four areas Were offered -erach day: Recreation leaderShip,
Song Leadership, Enamel on Copper, Party Favors and Decorations. Betty Jo
Nelson and Beryl Burt conducted the one on Favors and Decorations.
As in previous years, the Conference took place on the Arizma State Colle ge
Campus, Flagstaff.
4-H Home Econanics leader Training
Home Economics leader Training has taken the follOWing form in 1957:
(1) Home Agents have worked individually and in groups as the need arose
explaining project techniques as well as pr-ogram activities, kits of illus­
trative materials for clothing projects and home furnishing projects have
been prepared in the Qounty office and have been in constant use by leaders.
(2) State S�cialists have been in charge of meetings in their special
fields during the year.
February:
While Miss Helen Church, Clothing Specialist, was in the County three 4-H
leader-mother and member meetings were held on the subject "4-H Clothing
Judging" as follows: Yuma, Somerton, Mohawk Valley. This was done in an
effort to reach as nearly all clubs as possible.
'lJte meetings included a question and answer period on s�cific clothing tecbnaques
March:
An all-day leader meeting was held in Ywna with Miss June Gibbs, Extension
Nutritionist, in charge. Food projects in general were discussed at the
Yuma County Fair in April.
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October:
An all-day leader meeting was held in Yuma with Miss Grace Ryan, Hone
Management Specia�st, in charge. Home Furnishing projects, from the first
to the advanced years, were explained. There was also a question and
answer period.
The Assistant Home, Agent has served as a stand-in for the 'Clothing Specialist
in the, P8:_rker area. In February, she met with leaders in the interest of
4-H Clothing and again in September covering Clothing I, II, III and IV
projects.
4-H Home Economics Judging Training
The need for judging training in 4-H Home Economics project areas was met in
two ways in Yuma County.
(I) During the time that the state specfal.Lsbs were in the County, training
meetings were helrl: in their respective fields. Miss Helen Church, Clothing
Specialist, conducted three 4-H leader-Mother-Member meetings on the subject
"4-H Clothing Judging". These were held in the communities of Yuma, Sonerton
and Wellton-Roll in an effort to reach nearly all clubs as possible.
Miss June Gibbs, Extension Nutritionist, in March,' discussed food judging
and in October N.iss Grace Ryan, Home Management Specialist, covered judging
techniques in Home Furnishings.
(2) The Agents then worked with clubs and communities in better developing
the judg:ing ability of the 4-H members.
Instructions were prepared, mimeographed and sent by the Home Agents to all
4-H leaders. Time was also spent before the County judging contest in
reviewing judging methods and techniques with the contestants.
Sub Project E - Reports
Reports from the Home Agents I offices take the form of:
(1) A weekly report from each Agent
(2) A monthly narrative and statistical report submitted by each Agent. This
is to be changed beginning December 1, 19.57 when a joint HOIn9 Agent monthly
report will be submitted. The Agents have calendar outlines where they
write down appointments, make notes concerning meetings, etc. Reports are
largely made from these calendars.
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In no phase of Home Agent work are the effects of a long term program more
evident than in nutrition. Requests for assistance come from what communities
have learned to be important, sometimes extending many years back. For this
reaeon, it seems hardly fair to tell of one years work in nutrition without
going back for ,at least a brief' account of teachings and accomplishments in
previous years.
Two decades ago, Yuma C01lllty, through the Home Agent service, had an intensive
course in child care. The Agent is still f'eeling the influence of this ,
course and from time to time, she receives requests for the literature fran
the Children I s Bureau in prenatal, infant and pre-school child care.
The long established custom of giving advice on food preparation means that
the Agent is called on for advice in all phases of food preparation from
supplying recipes to interpreting results.
Three factors have always influenced the 'growing of home vegetable gardens
in Yuma County as follows: character of soil and water supply, climate,
prax:imity of commercial vegetable growers. In a large portion of Yuma County,
the soil is salwand does not lend itself to the growing of a variety o£
produce. Irrigation systems furnish water for comparatively large areas
but are difficult to adjust for small areas such as a,' home vegetable garden.
The grOWing season extends for the entire year with possible exception of
two months in the extreme heat of the SllIIDIler. Because of commercial truck
gardens, Ywna County markets are abundant in both variety and amounts of
fresh fruits and vegetables and at a cost less than that of production on
a small scale. In short, the growing of hdme.;:.;vegetables and fruits is not
generally practical in Yuma Oounty , There are, of course, certain exceptions.
Sub Pro,p ct A - Food Production
Always, the Home Agent program in Yuma. County, in all phases of Food Production,
has been subsidiary to that of the County Agent. 4-H garden and poultry
projects are supervised by the Assistant County Agent.
Sub Project B - Food Preservation
A part of the Home Agent I s time each month of the year is occupied with
dispensing information on food preservation. This is because food material
grows in Yuma County the year round.
However, this presence of fresh food materials has made Yuma County not one
Which cans or freezes heavily. The practice is to preserve the surplus
which occurs and to use it to supplement the fresh vegetables and citrus
fruits of the long grOll'ing season. Such fruits as apricots, peacbes , pears ,
plums, cherries do not grow to aey extent locally.
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The last decade has seen a decided decline in canning in favor of freezing
as a method of food preservation.
One thing.: should be nentioned here and that is the influence 4-H Club work
has had in spreading up-to-date i..llformation on packaging for freezing. Some
of the girls have worked up excellent demonstrations and in the process of
so doing, have become very well informed, along with their leaders, on the
subject. It has created an authoritative source of information in at least
six county areas.
In canrring , the 4-H program has also heLped the spread of influence. This
current year, at the County Fair, there was a nice representation of entries
in canned vegetables and fruit, in fruit jellies and in picldes. There
Were also food preservation demonstrations prepared for the Count.y demonstration
contest.
The Home Agent this current year, as in previous years, has rece ived many
requests for information on all phases of food preservation. These, of
course, have all been answarad ,
The Assistant Home Agent p:-esented a program on food freezing in April of'
this current year to tte Pioneer Homemaker Club.
Sub Project C-Food Selection and Preparation
Y"ork in food selection and preparation falls into three classes as follows:
1. Project work with adults
2. Request work with adults
3. 4-H Club work
Project v�ork With Adults
In 1950, Miss Reva Lincoln, Extension Nutritionist, conducted two ]a ader
maetings in the County as follows: "Meals that Can Wait" ,"Salads from
Locally Grcmn Products". In the former, a "Master Mix", IIRoux", e tc , , were
used in the preparation of an oven meal, a broiler meal, as well as top
stove dishe s •
In 1951, 1frs. Elsie Morris, Extension Nutritionist, conducted an all-day
leader meeting on "Food for Entertaining". The morning was spent in
discussion and demonstration, after which the group divided for actual
preparation of a noon day buffet meal designed for entertaining. Powdered
milk was used in abundance. Foods prepared included: a center-piece of'
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an egg plant, tooth picks stuck with carrot curls, .bac onebtes (broiled bacon
curls with peanut butter), olives and cream cheese pecan halves, Cllile
Rellenos, broccoli and cauliflower salad on romaine, pine..;wheel biscuit,
cocoa with powdered milk topping, ambrosia, scotch toffee.
The largest carryover from this work has been the increased use of dry skim
milk as a supplement .to whole milk.
In 1952, a County all-day meeting on "Good Breakfasts" was held. Laboratcry
phase of the meeting was the preparation of foods which the class members
served as a noon brunch. Foods prepared were as folldws: Fresh Fruit
Centerpiece, Spoon Corn Bread and Bacon. Dried non-fat milk was made up
and served ice cold for the beverage. Coffee was also served.
The discussion phase of the meeting centered around a general explanation
of the nutritional needs for a good breald'ast. Emphasis was placed upon
the importance of milk in the diet.
In June of 1953, two leader meetings Were held, one for the benefit of clubs
in the southern part of the County, the other for clubs in the northern part
of the County. The first of these meetings took the form of a workshop
on the "Role of Protein in Safe Reducing", with Mrs. Elsie Norris in charge.
A delicious, low-calorie, high protein luncheon was served at noon to all
present. The afternoon was spent in establishing correct weights for all
present and in formulating teaching procedures to be used by leaders at
club "meetings. A similar meeting was held in the Parker area with leaders
fran-the Parker Women's club and from Poston No. 1 and Poston No.2 centers
in attendance.
During the 1953 year, Mrs. Elsie Morris was in the County for leaders metings
on "Bread Enrichment". A leadermeeting was held at Parker. This was for
tre ...benefit of club representativ:e.s in the northern part of the County. A
similar meeting was held at the Agent's home for the benefit of club repre­
sentatives in the southern part of the County.
At both these leader meetings, there were requests far meetings on yeast
rolls. Since the Specialist1s schedule did not permit her,::returning to the
County for fu.t.ther meetings, the Agent handled the requests 'tiy demonstrations
before individual clubs in the southern part of the County. For the northern
part of the County, she held a leader meeting.
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At the Easter season in 1955, Homemaker Club members wanted to make Hot
Cross Buns. Accordingly, the Agent gave a demonstration showing all steps
of procedure.
In 1956, we were without a State Nutrition SpeCialist. As a result, most
of the adult nutrition program wa's of a request nature. One exception,
horever , was work on uFood for Health" in re�ponse to the program plarmed
by the County Homemaker Council. The . Agent received literature. from the
State Office as well as the University Library to use as source material
in formulating a series of articles on the subject for her regular weekly
column for the Yuma County Farmer. She also prepared an abstract of current
scientific articles designed to help teen-age boys and-girls with complexion
problems. This latter was put directly in the hands of our senior age
4-H'ers. It was also used in discussion with all adult homemakers clubs.
V�hile no effort has been made to tabulate results fran this work, the Home
Agent has observed many good results among teen-agers during this current
year. Several girls have had remarkable skin improvement. The help has
dome, not entirely from the subject matter given. Girls have had brought
to their attention the necessity for really working at the problem. They
have sought the help of medical physicians and, all in all, have accomplished
real benefits.
The week of March 18, 1957, Miss June Gibbs, Arizona's new Extension Nutrition­
ist, made her first official visit to Yuma. County. She was very well re­
ceived by all and leaders as a whole felt that she did a fine job. Soo was
well prepared and sincere in the subject matter she presented and all the
women enjoyed her personally very much.
In company with the Assistant Home Agent, she had a workshop with women in
the Parker area on "One Dish Meals".
In the southern part of the County, a leader meeting was held in YlDna with
the Home Agent mating the necessary plans. The subject, which had been
previously chosen by the Homemaker Council for the meeting, was flClever
Buying" or flGetting Your Money's Worth Out of Your Food Dollar". It took
the form of an illustrated talk or discussion. Miss Gibbs followed the
outline: .
(1) Interesting Items on Today's Foods Cost C2) Major Nutrients, Their
Functions and Best Sources (3) V�eek1.y Food Quantities for a Good Diet - Age
Sex - Group Activity (4) Forgotten Foods, right stretching of food dollar
(5) Comparative food costs - pkg. t.oods - processed and elaborated foods -
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fresh foods, etc. Eighteen hanemakers attended representing eight conununities.
The work has since been given back to all canmunities represented.
Request Work With Adults
As in previous years, during December the HOme Agent had many requests for
recipes for holiday foods. In addition, three Christmas work meetings were
held, meetings which have become a tradition with the clubs in question.
At these zooetings, Club members bring caney made from their favorite recipes.
Then, the day is spent in mating Christmas sweets and it is all prorated
among the members present. In this way, each member has a good supply to
store away for Christmas day. Clubs included in these meetings were:
Gadsden Homemaker Club, North and South Gila Homemaker Club, Pioneer Homemaker
Club.
:Miscellaneous meetings on Food Selection and Preparation during 1957 with
either the Home Agent or the-·�Assista.nt Home Agent in charge include:
Nutrition Up-To-Date, Tea Table Refreshments, "Basic Seventt, Jelly Making,
Salads for too Family.
The Gadsden and the North and South Gila Homemaker Clubs have held pre­
Thanksgiving meetings at which the Home Agent has demonstrated the making
of individual cakes. These meetings have included a cookie exchange resulting
from each club member bringing a batch of her favorite homemade cookies.
Before leaving the subject of nutrition work with adults, special mention·
should be made of the following: -While at Annual Extension Conference in
October, Miss Gibbs, the Extension NutritiOnist, gave each Home Agent a
canpilation of up-to-date material on Foods and Nutrition. These were
substantial volumes canpiled by Miss Gibbs to help make reference rnaterial
of ready access� Both Yuma County Home Agents have since found the volume
excellent source material for supplying ini'ormation, etc.
Sub Project D - 4-H Foods
Project work in 4-H Foods is largely concentrated into the months September
through June and is highlighted by:
1. Enrollments
2. Explanation of project requirements
3. leader assistance
4. County demonstration contest
5. County Fair
6. State Roundup
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Most of this bas been covered previously in this report. A few things,
however, may be added, In preparation for the County 4-H demonstration
contest held March 16, the Agent mailed to club leaders and members
suggested subjects and sample outlines for demonstrations. As in previous
years, 4-H Clubs shaved a preference for Food demonstrations. Subjects
selected included: level Measurements, Table Setting, Preparing Grapefruit,
Toast, Bating Powder Biscuit, Sandwiches, Muffins, Cake, Pie Paste, Eggs,
Meat Ball.s, Cooldes, Yeast Rolls, Frying Chicken, Salads, Dish "VJashing,
Cheese Cake, Cream Puffs, Jelly Making, Preserves.
At the State 4-H Roundup in June, 1957, Yuma County had the follOWing foods
demonstrations:
(1) A Junior Dairy Foods Demonstration team- subject, "cream Puffs, a Dairy
Foods Surprisetl--girls, Carole Barry and Karen Carter of the Cook 'n Chuckle
Club--blue ribbon winners.
(2) An individual Bread Demonstration--subject, "Ura , Better Than Grandma IS
Bread"-girl., Carolyn Curtis, Crane Snip and 'V�hip Club--blue ribbon winner.
(3) Junior Food Preparation team--subject, "Making a Golden Layer Cake"-­
g;i.rls, Armilda Golden and Beverly McDonald of the Busy Women Club-red ribbon
winners.
(4) A Junior Individual Food Preparation Demonstration--subject, "Never
Fail Pie Pastell--girl, Iva Jones of the Roll Busy Bees Club-red ribbon winner.
(5) A Senior Food Preparation Demonstration team-subject, "Outdoor CooldngU-
girls, Patty Oldham and Ruth Young of the Hi Jolly Club--red ribbon.
(6) A Senior Individual Food Preparation Demonstration--subject, "Mayonnaise
Caken-girl, Yvonne -WHlitten of the Yuma-Mesa Rabbets Club--red ribbon.
(7) A Junior Food Preservation Demonstration team-subject, "Making Strawberry
Preserves"--girls , Brenda Wood and .Lucille Espino of the Cook In Chuckle Club-­
red ribbon winners.
(8) A Junior Individual Food Preservation Demonstration--subject, "Maldng
JeUyll-girl, Janie Rushin of the Busy Women Club-red ribbon winner.
In judging at the Roundup, Yuma County had a Junior and Senior team in Food
Preparation. The Junior team was made up of Patty PerrY, Barbara Oliver
and Carolyn Reynolds. The team placed third high among twelve County teams.
Patty Perry had the highest score of the thirty-six contestants.
The Senior team was made up of :Margaret Holtsoi, Carolyn Curtis and Betty
'V�hitson. The team placed third high among eight County teams. Carolyn Clrt is
was third high of the twenty-four contestants.
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Since the beginning of Home Agent work in Yuma County, more than three
decades ago, clothing has been its strongest program. It is no wonder that
there is now a nucleus of women who have learned many Home Economics Clothing
techniques. These woman are scattered throughout the County in all conlImmi­
ties and act either formally or informally as adult and 4-H leaders. Because
of the added demands made upon the Agent's time by an expanding program, the
Agent has, Whenever possible, for the past several years left formal in­
structions to these leaders. This has meant th..at there have been fewer adult
demonstrations in clothing work given by the,,4gent::.than in previous years.
The work on tailoring presented by the State Clothing Specialist during 1949
has greatly expanded the long-time program. In addition, there have for
many years past been 4-H leaders meetings on Clothing techniques. For these
reasons, it seems best to tell of the clothing program in its relationship
to the teachings of other years.
Sub Project A - Selection
For a good many years, as market conditions have changed, selection of mater­
ials has been a repeat program. In 19112, "Identification of Fibers II , was
presented at a leader meeting.
In 1947, new materials again appeared in the stores after the war shortage.
Miss Helen Church presented work in the County on the use and care of new
materials.
In 1948, a clothing leader meeting was held with Miss Helen Church in charge.
The subject of the meeting was "Style Trends".
In 1949, the Tailoring School conducted by Miss Church included work on
selection of materials.
In 1952, a ld.t on the new materials prepared by Miss Helen Church was senti
to the Agent and was used by the Agent and Leaders for both 4-H and adult.
In 1952, a leader meeting was held on Wardrobe Planning.
In 1953, :Miss Church was in charge of a leader meeting on "New Fabrics".
A State Extension Sewing Nachine workshop was held in Tucson the week of May
10, 1954, with :Miss Helen Church, Clothing S�ci.alist, in charge. The Yuma.
County Agent attended. Standard machines of various makes, both shuttle and
round bobbin, were supplied for each Agent and were systematically cleaned
and adjusted. Each Agent was supplied with a poster outline of procedure
to use for meetings in the County. Among the bulletin material was, "Buying
Your Hane Sewing Machine", USDA Home and Garden Bulletin 38. The Agent
found good demand for this bulletin during all years intervening.
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In February of 1956, Miss Church was again in the County. This time, at the
request of the County Hanemaker Council, her subject for the leader meeting
in Yuma was IIStandards for Judging Clothing".
�
On February 21 of the current year, 1957, an adult Leader Training meeting
was held. Miss Church's subject was "New Fabrics and Finishes". In
preparation for the meeting, Miss Church prepared a mimeographed bulletin
"Looking for the Perfect Fabric?tI There was good demand for the bulletin
'both at the meeting and subsequerrb'ly , Subject matter from the meeting has
been given back to all eight communities represented by leaders •.
In May of 1957 and again in September, the Home Agent has served as a judge
for Singer Sewing Machine Dress Revue contests. In both of these, sane
very fine outfits were entered and the judging was close.
The last of April of this current year, the Home Agent served as a judge
for a garment making contest sponsored by the M. O. King Department Store
in Yuma.
Sub Project B - Construction
Garment construction techniques have always been popular with Honemakez club
members in Yuma County. During 1947, the chief achievement in this field
was adoption of short cuts in sewing from a leader meeting conducted by
Miss Church. She wrote a bulletin for this nee tdng entitled IISave Time By
Short Cuts". The short cuts taught, have proven very popul.ar-a.Ll, years
since to the present and have been used not only with adult groups but with
4-H clubs as well.
InApril ,1948, Miss Church io1tiated a program With Homemaker clubs on
tlUse of Sewing IWachine Attachments". Subsequently, the Agent conducted
similar meetings with all Homemaker clubs.
During 1948 and 1949, re�at demonstrations were given all corrununities by
leaders. The Agent has had many opportunities to use information with
individuals and groups in all subaequent, years.
In 1949, a Tailoring School was held. Its teachings have since largely
daninated the clothing program. A brief description is as follows:
In July, the Home Agent sent a letter to club representatives enclosing an
enrollment card. As a result, there Were forty enrollments representing
all connnmrl.ties in the southern part of the County.
During October, Miss Church was in Yuma for two all-day meetings on suit
making and two on coat making.
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Because of the tailoring school, thirty-six leaders, adults, and 4-H'ers
have reached a higher level of accomplishments than ever before.
They have proven very helpful in building correct clothing procedures in
their communities andwill continue to do so for;-years to cane. The Agent
considers it a job extrerooly well done.
In May and June of 1950, there were Leader meetings on pattern alterations.
A total of one hundred and ninety-nine members altered patterns at meetings.
For the follow-up meetings, a kit was left in the Courrty by :Miss Church am
was used by all groups.
During 1951, pattern alteration work was carried on" by leaders. In January
of 1951, Mrs. Mary Robertson, Acting State Clothing Specialist, was in
Yuma County for a series of three leader meetings. Two o� these were for
4-H leaders. The third was a meeting for Homemaker Club leatlers. The subject
was "NeW Techniques in SeWing" featuring placket finishes, cordings, collar
and pocket finishes, belts, etc.
During February and March of 1952, Better Dressmaking Schools were held with
Miss Helen Church in charge. Both 4-H leaders and adult club leaders signed
up. At the first meeting, Miss Church showed slides illustrating style
trends and stepsto follow in beginning a better dress. They followed a
demonstration on measurements and on pattern alteration. In March, forty­
six warnen finished dresses as a result of the schools. The dresses Were
outstanding in design, workmanship and becomingness. Fitting problems had
been expertly handled.
In October of 1953, Miss Church again came to the County for Clothing Con­
struction work. This time, two leader meetings were pl.annad , one for the
northern Illrt of the COlUlty and one for the southern part.
The leader meeting on "Dresses That Will Work For Youll, was held at the
Parker Indian Agency. �In addition to representatives�fram four organizations
in Parker and Poston, a group of women from QuartZSite, Salome and Wenden
were in attendance.
On Tuesday, October 20, 1953, a similar meeting to the above was held for
leaders in the southern part of the County. The meeting was attended by
eighteen ]e aders •
In January of 1954, the Clothing interest of all adult clubs centered around
the mald..ng of "Dresses That \�ork For You.�l. The Agent took the ldt with her
to all IOOetings which she attended and answared questions. In this connection,
there were inquiries on tailoring techniques and the Agent offered bulletins
on bound button holes and on stay stitching at all meetings.
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During January,' February and March of 1954, "Dresses That Work For You" were
being made in numbers in all communities. Tb,ere was one drawback. The
dresses were so popular that homemakers wore them, rather than saving them
to enter in the County Fair in April. The Agent saw very pretty ones be�
worn wherever she went.
Two Homemaker clubs bad workshops for making the dresses. Sewing machines.
and tables were brought from member's homes. The women divided into groups
of two, taking each others measurements, making pattern alterations when
needed and actually cutting and sewing on "Dresses That Work For You".
� �
In 1955, the work of the Sp3cialist in the County dealt with the subject
"Making Western Shirts" � Two full days work was required to canplete
instructions for each group. In the southern part of the County, a total.
of seventeen leaders representing ten clubs were trained. In the northern
part of the County, a total of eight Ie ader-s from four cormnunities were
trained. The work has since been given back in all communities represented.
Of course, western shirt making is a special interest project which limits
its widespread adoption. As nearly as results can be obtained, the record
of shirts made in the County as a resul.t� of th9se meetings is two hundred
and fifty.
In 1956 and 1957, Clothing construction work has shifted in many instances
to meetings with local leaders in charge. The HOIn3 Agents have, however,
fitted into the program whenever requested to do so.
In February, two Clothing work meetings for Homemaker clubs Were held by
the Home Agent. These were request metings for the purpose of making
western shirts for the Silver Spur Rodeo. Trese were really follow-ups of
leader meetings reId two years ago. There were certain points such as a
collar, sleeve placket, etc .--details 'Wtiich the WOIOOn were finding difficult.
The meetings resulted in some shirts finished while others were finished
at home. The meetings were very successful.
In February of the current year also, the Assistant Home Agent conducted a
construction meeting for Indian women in the Parker area. To quote fran
her report:
"There were eight women in attendance. I taught sewing techniques and
.answered questions Which the wcmen had. There main desire was to learn to
cut a pocket and sew it into the side seam of a gathered skirt. They use
no patterns and thus it seemed a major undertaking for them. We also dis­
cussed making belts, hON to even the hemline of a circle skirt when it begins
to sag and hOW' to sew on nylon fabric. The women made samples of the pockets
and belts to take with them. They were well pleased with the meeting."
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The Home Agent came in for many individual. helps in garment construction in
preparation for the County Fair. She conferred with the Fair Su:perintendents
of the Vi omen's
.
division of the Fair working out details for the Clothing
exhibit, etc.
During August, September, October and November of the current year, the Home
Agent has spent t� on Clothing Construction work with liThe Make It Yourself
Wit;n �fool" contest as the objective. These fall, of course, in request
and special interest categories. Connnunities included have been: Gadsden,
Somerton, Rood, Crane and Yuma. The work has included counseling with girls
concerning materials, pabtezns , etc. She has also thrown open her horne
and supervised work sessions on out-of-school hours.
·When making year book plans for Homemaker clubs this current year, the
cormnittees requested that we have some Christmas gift making work with special
emphasis on aprons. Accordingly, the Home Agent sent for a book on "Aprons
For All Occasions". In September, with the help of the North and South
Gila Homemaker Club members, some eighteen aprons were selected for making.
Then copies of these were mimeographed and assembled. The Agent drafted
patterns fra;n the diagrams in the book. 'They were mailed, one to each
homemaker (they made their choice at the September nee ting) •
In October, an all-day apron work meeting was held at which women worked
at cutting and making so called "necktie" aprons. The aprons made at home
were modeled in a so called "Apron Revue'�. A similar series was held with
the Gadsden Homemaking Club for their Oc�ober and November meetings.
Sub Project C - Clothing Economics
While there has been no time for formal meetings with adult clubs in clothing
economics during the current year, previous years work has had its influence
and the Agent has answered many requests for informatio� which have been
taken care of.
For several years, Clothing economics was carried under the caption nCare
of Clothing Series". The first of the series was "Identification of . Fibres " ,
the second was "Launder-Ing Techniquestt, the third was "Dry Cleaningl••
Later, the series branched out into Clothing Storage. The phase chosen was
storage of shoes and sewing equipment and included a work meeting for making,
among other things, portable sewing cabinets. These cabinets have proven
very popular. The first year they were made in all Homemaker clubs. Since
then, there have been numer-ous reports of sewing cabinets having been made.
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Regular 4-H Clothing club work, as in previous years, has largely centered
around project completion. Preparation for special events has served to
establish deadlines for these completions such as: the County Demonstration
Contest, the County Fair, the State Roundup" the County Recognition Event.
_.
1-fuch of the current years 4-H Clothil}g accanplisbments have already been told
under (D) Program of Work (c) Project Activities. However, it may be well
.
to fill in a few things chronologically. More and more, 4...H Clothing work
and Adult Clothing work in Yuma County is a merge. Mothers of 4-H girls
as well as leaders came to the Agents for information so '.that they can better
supervise the ir daughter's projects and over a period of t:iJne practically
all Clothing techniques have been dealt with. These- mothers, in most cases,
have seWing skills but as they say they want to be sure to know the "4-H
way".
In December, 1956, most of the Clothing work of both Agents fell in the 4-H
categor,y. In addition to regular project work, 4-H contestants in the
IlMake It Yourself With Wool" Contest required final supervision. It was
truly a 4-H'er--1futher--Leader--Agent setup.
In January, �957, there was step up of work in preparation for the Fair.
This continued through February and :March and until Fair dates in April.
Again, this was truly a 4-H1er--Mother-Ieader--Agent setup and took place
in all areas north as well as south.
In addition to regular project work during these Winter months, there was
emphasis on demonstrations preparing for the County contest in March.
In April, by way of result demonstration, the Clothing entries at the Fair
Were, on the whole, very good. However, a word of caution would seem to be
in order. In spite of adult supervf.sd.on, all concerned, judges included,
need to better realize that in the main we Ire working with girls only ten
to twelve years of age, girls who work with limited facilities not comparable
with Home Economic laborator,y setups. The girls are in the rapidly groving
stage so that fitting problems are difficult. When considerable money has
been sperrt for material, girls should be privileged to plan for growth in
size of hem, etc. We want the girls to get real" service out of the garments
they have worked so hard to make--and they do work hard.
Dress Revues at the Fair, both the Pre Dress Revue and the Public Dress
Revue, were well received. They always present difficulties that, unless
planned to avoid, can well have serious consequences. The Public Dress
Revue is particularly difficult because there are, at present, no dress
room facilities at the Fair. The connnittee worked with the problem and
finally brought about eighteen bed sheets from home--roped off an area-
and made a dressing room. It worked quite well. HONever, some exhibits were
hidden for approximately two hours, during which time there was a stream
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of traffic through the building. 'We have promise of this being re:rr:edied for
the 1958 Fair.
In May came the County Judging Contest requiring time in preparation for
both Agents.
In June Yuma County's results in Clothing contests at the State Roundup were
very good. In demonstrations, we had two as follows:
(1) Senior Demonstration Team--subject, "Cutting True Bias"--girls, Anna Lou
Michener and Linda Michener of the Somerton Junior Homemakers--blue ribbon
winners.
(2) A Junior Individual Demonstration--subject, "Pressingtl--girl, Drenda Neese
of the Busy -Women Club--blue ribbon winner.
In Dress Revue, there were two contestants as follaNs:
(1) Tailored outfit--�Wool Suit--Rita Baxter of the Gadsden Stitch and Cackle
Club--blue ribbon winner.
(2) Best dress costume--Sheath dress and duster--Sandra Neese of the Busy
Women Club-blue ribbon and medal winner. Sandra will represent Arizona in
the Dress Revue
I
at. t.b!.,.4-H Club Congress the first }!2 Docomber.
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After Roundup and during the Summer, work was begun with the "Make It Yourself
With Wool" contest culminating early in 1958.
In September, two Leader !Jir�ining meetings Were held at Poston for leaders
in trJS Parker' area. There was an attendance of three each day. The first
day was for subject matter concerning Clothing I & II, the second meeting
covered Clothing III & rl. The Assistant Agent was well aware that a
tilaorough" job could not be done in the short time allotted, but felt a little
bit was better than nothing. Since there is a Home Economist at the Indi�n
Agency, the Agent decided to discuss and demonstrate techniques which she
felt would best help the leaders to help the girls turn out improved products.
The Home Economist, Miss :Massey, would then be able to assist them in general
ways through the year.
So in each area the follOWing was covered:
Clothing I:
fabric selection - discussed
needle case - discussed
sewing box: - actually made
pot holder - demonstrated
apron - discussed and pocket demonstrated
Clothing II:
fabric selection - discussed
garment protector - discussed
blouse facings - demonstrated
underarm finish -" actually done
darts - demonstrated
plackets - demonstrated
hems - actually done
waist bands - discussed
Clothing III & IV:
darts - demonstrated
collars - actually done
pockets - actually done
belts - actually done
bourid buttonholes - actually done
sleeves - demonstrated
hems - demonstrated
fabric selection - discussed
pressing - discussed
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Since a Home 11anagement Specialist was added to the staff ten years ago in
the person of Miss Grace Ryan, the Agent has observed a real advance in Home
Management and Home Furnishing work in the County.
(
In the intervening years, the County has been covered by leader meetings
with Miss Ryan in charge as follows: Kitchen Storage, Correct Lighting,
Easier Housework, Buying GUideposts, Wall Accessories, Floor Coverings, Use
of Space and Storage.
ItKitchen Storage" was first introduced by leader meetings in 1947 and 1948 •. ,
The subjects of storage of small equipment as well as floor plans and arrange:­
ment of large equipment was covered. Since these meetings, there has been
much accanplished in modernizing kitchens in all cormnunities throughout the
County. The Extension program can rightfully take credit, for this either
directly or indirectly. True, tne�initial work came at an opportune time
when the entire County began to expand materially.-i.n agriculture and hane
life.
"Correct Lighting" was first introduced by leader meetings in 1950. Miss
Ryan opened up a new field in lighting and its importance, her approach
being to shew the importance of correct lighting in the home to the mainten­
ance of e��,:,sight. Even to the present, the subject matter of these meetings
is referred to at the Hanemaker Club meetings. Again the work came at an
opportune time because homemakers have been, as a result, receptive to the
recent educational programs of the Utility Company and of 4-H. Three years
ago, it was established that two hundred houses had made changes because
of the meetings on "Correct Lightingll. Since then, there has- been, undoubt-­
edly, much spread of influence.
"Easier Housework" was first introduced in 1953. The Home Agent afterwards
sat in on some meetings when this subject matter was given back by leaders
at club meetings. Particularly did they stress the physical effects of
poor-managenent , The high incidence of heart failure seemed to strike home.
They stressed avoiding tools that tire you, facts about posture and good
work heights. This was not a meeting where numerical results could be
obtained. However , it has served a real purpose in making homemakers try
for good management.
"Buying Guidepostsll was first introduced in 1952. Guideposts for b�n�
electrical equipment Were (1) discussions based on family agreements (2)
Shop the fields (3) balance money, time energy expenditures against needs
and wants (4) will present wiring system carry equipnent safely and satis­
factOrily (5) availability of repair service (6) dapendabd.Id.by of manufacturer
(7) safety.
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In care of equipment, pots and pans Were studied for materials used, for
efficiency of parts such as: handles, side handlas , bail handles, covers,
general good features.
"��all Accessories" came the latter part of 1953. leader meetings were made
to adapt to the needs of homemakers in the southern part of the County and
again to the northern part of the County. From. these meetings, it has been
estimated that two hundred and fifty homemakers and other individuals have
been assisted in the use of accessories, as well as furniture arrangement.
"ll.oor Coverings" began in 1952 and by request was extended by meetings in
1954 and again in 1955. As a result of the 1952 meetings, two kits, one
linolewns and one on cleaning rugs and upholstery, were in use in the County.
One was entitled ttThe Rug and Oarpeb Picture" and the other, "Cleaning
Car]::etsll.
Because too greater part of the women in the Parker area are Indians, certain
modifications were made in the subject rnatter and meeting procedure to meet
their needs.
In 1957, a County Homemaker Club l€ader meeting with Miss Grace Ryan in
charge featured the subject tlUse of Space and Storage". It was held in the
kitchen auditorium of the Arizona Public Serv�ce building in Yruna. Fourteen
leaders representing nine communi,ties received the work and bave reported
it back. Final compilation results, howeVer, have not been accomplished
because of shortage of time. It will be included in the next Armual Report.
The subject matter was'based on illustrative material shOWing things that
coul.d be either made at home or b:ougb.t::a,t::,small costs to make storage both
more efficient and sanitary. This illustrative material made up two tits
left in the County for future use. The work was also based on two bulletins
as foliONS: "Storage for Your Home", Circular 202, Agricultural Extension
Service, University of Arizona; "Closets and Storage Spaces", Farmers'
Bulletin No. 1865, U. S. Department of Agriculture. These bulletins were
given to the leaders for use at future meetings.
Other than Agent work in follow up of all subjects previously covered in
Home Management selection, there bas been some work on color harmonies with
Honemake r clubs. The Home Agent has, in her office, a file of Leader meeting
material fram years past as well as 'this current year. Not a month pa ssa s
but the Agents use this file for answering requests for information. In
the above, pe rhaps the one most in demand has been the mimeographed material
prepared by Miss Ryan on the "Rug and Carpet Picture". Homemakers have
wanted the material as an aid in intelligent buying of carpe ts , There have
been twenty-one such requests during the year.
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In the field of "Construction", there have been leader meetings with Miss
Ryan in charge on the following: S�cial viiood Finishes, Lamp Shade Construction,
Draperies.
.
"Sf'ecial V.ood Finishes" was be gun in 1949 and a series of tlVO leader meetings
were held. The subject matter for these meetings would fall under "Special
interestll, that is, not all homemakers find it feasible to repair or refinish
furniture. However, bulletins written by Nuss Ryan, entitled "rurniture
Repairll and liThe Finish Counts", continue to be in demand among Homemaker
groups.
IlLamp Shade Construction" began in 1951 as a follow-up of the "Correct Lighting
in the Home" series. Miss Ryan was in the County for two schools, of two
day duration each. M3chanics of lamp shade construction were developed and
each leader made her ONn lamp shade. Two mimeographed bulletins entitled,
"Maldng Lamp Shade Patterns" and tlMaking Simple Lamp Shades", were prepared
by :Miss Ryan and distributed. This work has pretty much threaded its way
down to the present. However, the last meeting held with the Homemaker groups
was in 1nrch of 1955.
"Draperies" is the latest construction project to be done on a Leader basis •
In :M:J.y of 1956, Miss Ryan responded to the request made at the 1956 Program
Pl.anrring meeting of the Homemaker Council and a Leader meeting was held in
Yuma on the subject "Draperies". Eighteen leaders attended representing
nine communities in the southern part of the County.
The work was deemed not practical for the Indian women so they were not in­
cluded in the plans. After covering the subject thoroughly, Miss Ryan left
a ldt in the County for follow-up meetings. This had been used by all nine
conununities represented by leaders at the meeting.
During the current year, drapery meetings have been held with leaders in
charge. The Home Agent has acted in an advisory capacity and, among other
things, has distributed 54 copies of the bulletin "Tailor Your Draperies".
The Assistant Home Agent held a meeting on unlined draperies with the
Pioneer Homemakers group • It took the form of the club members preparing
samples to take home. Since the subject of draperies falls under the
category of special interest, Miss Ryan's subject matter will undoubtedly
be used for years to come •
. Homemaker clubs have been working with upholstery and slip covers for many
years, so there is a good amount of experienced information on the subj3ct
in all communities. Because of a full program, the Agent now personally
supervf.se s work meetings only when it is to maintain standards.
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During the current year, the Home Agent was in charge of a request meeting
at the Episcopal parish house on March 26 when two chairs and a davenport
Were slip covered. ];I.. goodly number of capabLe homemakers were present and
results of the day's work surprised them all. A notice in the church bulletin
the follO"fing Sunday said that it was an excellent job accomplished and one
very much needed.
Also during the current year as part of their Sumrrer program, the Pioneer
HOlOOmakers ill Dome Valley included two lessons on textile painting. At the
first of these meetings, the Assistant Home Agent outlined the procedure,
reviewed color harmonies and assisted both in selecting and creating and
cutting stencils for the actual work meeting.
The second meeting, the procedure was briefly reviewed, the te chni.que of
brushing the paint into the fabric was demonstrated and the women began.
The articles made were of good design and color selection and were all useful
to add a not e of brightness. to some otherwise dull room interiors.
Sub Pro ject C - Economics
The Economic phase of the Home Management program has been a part of all
project work in the County. During 1949, it was separated for special con­
sideration when Miss Ryan was in charge of a leader meeting on buying teclmiques,
the subject of whichwas "Outwitting the Dollarll•
In 1951, work in "Laundry �thodsll was begun with leader meetings. By special
request, one of these meetings was held in the Roll��·ellton area and the
other was held in the vicinity of Yuma in the South Gila Valley.
In both cases, the meeting began wi tJ::l. a wool blanket washing demonstration
using the latest method developed for proper care of blankets.
In the afternoon, the functions of water softeners and detergents Were further
developed. The leaders tested, for hardness, sample s of water which they
had brought. There was an explanation of built and unbuilt soaps and synthetics
with a classified list of different brands. The blanket washed in the morning
was combed after drying with the results that the blankets looked like brand
neW ones.
This work on Laundry Methods has been particularly helpful for Yuma County
where hard water is a big problem. The Agent and leaders have presented the
work to all organized groups. Everyone has been enthusiastic about the value
of the subject matter presented. To the Agent's knC1Nle�ge, more than forty
blankets were washed following the demonstration procedure in 1951.
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A questionnaire in the Fall of 1955 showed that there is now wide-spread
use of Miss Ryan's method for washing wool blankets, that homemakers have
adopted the practices to the place that it's nCWf a canlJlonplace. For three
years, the printed bulletin, n�{ash Your Blankets", Universi�J of Arizona
Circular 215 written by Miss Grace Ryan, has served as review of the subject
in all communities.
In 1954, a special leader meeting for clubs in the nor-bharn par-f of the
County was held. Miss Ryan was in charge and the sub ject was "Short Cuts
In Ironing". Copies of Circular 206, University of Arizona, nAn Easy Way
to Iron a Shirtt., were left for fol�ow-up meetings.
.
In 1955, Miss Grace Ryan again responded to the request of Homemaker clubs
as expressed in their County Council Planning :M3eting.
Two leader nee tdngs.Were held--one for the southern part of the County and
the other for the northern part. While her overall subject.was "Easier
Housework", because of the varied interests of the women in the southern
and northern parts of the County, Miss Ryan handled the subject differently
for two groups. In the first meeting, tp.,e work centered around work
simplification from a health standpoint. Seven short demonstrations were
set up and presented shori.ng such principles as using the right tool,
placing equipment witflin easy reach, simplifying or leaving out unnecessary
motions, correct posture When working, etc. In the northern part of the
County, the leaders tested their irons for evenness of heat and accuracy
of thermostats. They also worked on correct bed making. For both meetings,
Miss Ryan left a ldt to be used in follon-up meetings. Subsequent to these
leader meetings, the work was given back to all organized groups.
In :May of this current year, a Money Management workshop was held ott the
University of Arizona campus with all Home Agents in attendance. The week's
program was worked out by Miss Ryan and was excellent in every de..,:tail.
After returning to Yuma County, the Agents reported the Conference's finding
to all Homemaker clubs. However, they served to merely whet the appetite
of those present. As a result, "Money :Manage:roo.nt" with emphasis on use of
credit has been chosen for the 1958 Leader meeting. I,.!,
V[hile Home Management and Heme �'urnishings are special interest subjects
and as such are chosen by a ratl:!er than all club members, yet there is
evidence that more and more homemakers are using Extension material on the
subjects.
In January of 1955, three Hcmemaker clubs featured programs on Home Management
including a colored :movie fran Modern Talking Picture entitled, "Backgr-ound
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of HC>m3 Decoratdon'", The mimeograph material on "Care of Carpetslt prepared
by Miss Ryan was in real demand. There were requests for it by telephone,
by office calls as well as at club meetings.
In February of 1955, a good program on Rug Making deve.Loped in the northern
part of too County. The Agent requested help from Miss Ryan and she sent
a kit of illustrative material and bulletins. As a result, more than twenty
rugs were made by club members and many of these were exhibited at the County
Fair.
Sub Project D - 4-H C�ub V� ork
The past five years have seen rapid growth, percentage wise for 4-H Home
Furnishing work in Yuma..:County. -While at present only eighteen and four
tenths !)9r cent of the Home Econanic enrollments are in Home Furnishings, it
does represent, a :marked increase. In addition, since Horne Furnishing comes
under the heading of special interest, girls who enroll are very apt to
finish and the quality of their work as well as natural interest is above
average.
Each year since and including 1957, Miss Ryan has met with 4-H Home Furnishing
leaders at least once and it has materially strengthened the program.
Highlighting the program of the past six years is the follovving:
1951 - Sandra Gaines of Roll was a delegate to the 4-H Congress in
Chicago on the strength of her work in re-decprating her awn room.
1952 - Joan Koogler of Yuma was a sweepstakes winner at the State Roundup
for her demonstration "Using Color in the Horne It •
1953 - Joan Koogler of Yuma was a delegate to the 4-H�Congress in Chicago
on the strength of her outstanding "Room Improvemanb'' work.
1954 - Rosalie Robles and Joan Koogler were sweepstakes winners at the
State Roundup for their demonstration nRe-decorating Our Room at
College" •
1955 - Marilyn. Carlisle of Samerton was a delegate to the 4-H Congress
in Chicago and her outstanding work in Room Improvement helped
win the trip.
1956 - Margaret Faulkner of Yuma was a delegate to the 4-H Congress on
the strength of her work in Room Improvement.
1957 - No State medalwirmers. However, the number of Advanced completions
(girls re-doing their room) more than doubled.
At the 1957 State Roundup, Yuma County was sorry not to be represented in
the Senior Heme It'urnishing Contest. Since it was necessary to cancel Margaret
Faulkner out at the last minute, there was not sufficient time for a substitute
to make necessary preparations for the Contest Which left us no alternative.
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Iii demonstrations, We had one as follows:
Senior Individual Horne Furnishing demonstration--subject, "Helping to 1fake
a House a Home with Unlined Draperies"--girl, Cheryl Higgins of the Busy
Women Club--blue ribbon wi.nner ,
The Senior Hone Furnishing Judging team was made up of Cheryl Higgins,
Margaret Schott and Nancy Bobersky. The team placed third among four teams
entered.
XVIII Community: Activities
Sub Project A - Related Agencies
The advent of the County Fair in 1953 changed somewhat Home Agent work with
reJa ted ag�� It can be said that no agencies have dropped their support
of activities but, that adjustments have been made to meet the needs of the
time. High on the list of supporting organizations are the Yuma Chamber of
Commerce and the Yuma County Farmer.
Sub Project B - Conferences
Conferences attended by the Horne Agent and Assistant Home Agent during the
current year have been as follows:
Both Agents
December 3-7 - Forty-Second AnnuaL EXtension Conference - Tucson
January 30 - Home Agents Information Workshop - Tucson
:March 8-9 - Home Agents' Workshop ... Tucson
April 22-25 - Eleventh Annual Country Life Conference - Tucson
May 13-18 - Money ).\[Janagement WorJr�hop - Tucson
June 4-8 - State 4-H Roundup - Tucson
October 21-25 - Forty-Third Annual Extension Conference - Tucson
Home Agent
September 26-28 - Cochise County Fair - Douglas
Assistant Home Agent
March 4-7 - 4-II In-Service Training - Tucson
JuJ.y 13-20 - 4-II Camp - Pre scott
August 26-30 - 4-H Leader's Conference - Flagstaff
The 42nd Annual Extension Conference began with a General Session at 9:00 AU
on December 4. FollOWing opening remarks by Director Pickrell, Dr. Harold
E. l'lyers, Dean of the College of Agriculture, spoke on the subject, "Looking
Forward". & stressed the importance of "oneness" for the Extension staff
as a whole. His address was much appreciated.
"Your Information Program" came next with, a panel shared by Robert Halverson,
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Assistant Agricultural Agent, Maricopa. County; Robert Dean, Assistant Informa­
tion Specialist; Joe McClelland, Information Specialist. Practical help was
given for getting to the people and for using all resources to get the program
across.
The afternoon General Session on Tuesday had for its subject, "Leaders and
leadership in the 4-H Program". Graham \'�right, State 4-H Club leader, was
chad.rman , Speakers were Garrett Blackwell, Yuma County Agricultural Agent;
Lucinda Hughes, Hane Agent, Yavapai-Coconino; Alan Vincent, Pinal County
Agricultural Agent; Ray 'Weick, Assistant Agent, Yuma County; Betty Jo Nelsen,
Assistant Home Agent, Maricopa. County; Dr. Ivan Shields, Extension Plant
Pathologist. The subject was well handled by all speakers and the necessity
for adequate and wise leadership was driven home.
The All Aggie :Mixer after the General Session was a beautiful as well as
impressive occasion participated in by the entire College of Agriculture
staff as well as Wives, etc.
Wednesday morning the General Session was continued. SIB akers Were Dr. Harvill,
President of the University; Irene Fagin, Program Director, Agricultural
Extension Service, University of California; P. V. Kepner, Deputy Administrator,
Federal �tension Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture; Dr. Simley,
Professor, Department of Philosophy and Psychology. These people were all
masters in their respective field and presented many practical suggestions
for carrying on an Extension program.
Wednesday afternoon was divided into first, a general session When a symposium.
on County Fairs was held and a Home Agent Session when Miss Fagin again
talked. Her subject was, liThe Challenge of Home Demonstration V�·ork". This
served to acquaint us with the forward looking program in California where
many adjustments are being made to meet changing conditions.
Thursday found us again in general session when the lead address was given
by Mr. P, V. Kepner. His subject, "Extension Challenges". Dr. Robert A.
Crowell, High School ViSitor, showed us the necessity for clarity and patience
in our teaching approaches in his "Clear, Only If Known". After recess,
Dean John C. Clark of the College of Engineering talked. to us.
In the afternoon, we beard from Dr. Emil Haury, Director, Arizona State MuseUIll
and Dr. Klenda Lynn, fuad of the Department of Speech. After recess, Dr.
George Campbell, Extension Economist, talked On the subject, tiThe Farm Problem".
lIlhile there is not time or space here to tell all the valuable ideas and
information given, suffice it to say that each and every per-son on the program
made a definite contribution to the cause of an improved Extension program
in Arizona.
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The Home Agents' Information "Viorkshop was presided over by Joe McClelland,
Information Specialist; Robert Dean, Assistant Information Specialist;
Robert Halverson, Assistan,t County AE,ent, l'J1aricopa. County. From the helpful
material presented, the following slogan developed: "Don I t Fight it, lJ�-rite itil.
Program was as follows:
News Stories:
Significance and value to program and hanemakers
liJethod of evaluating subject matter material
Preparation of material for newspapers
vvorkshop
Feature Stories:
Preparation of material for newspapers
Learning to recognize feature story material
Home Agents I Columns:
When to use them
'What-:material to use
Style
"Y{orkshop
Radio & TV:
Advantages of using
Approach to station
S:p3cific problems
Circular Letters:
Purpose
Comparison to news articles and features
Improvement
Printed Circulars:
Summary:
The Home Agents' Conference at the University in March covered the following
major subjects: (1) The Home Demonstration Program (2) Program Planning for
1958 (3) This IDatter of reporting. Points discussed included:
(1) Primary function of Home Agents is teaching
(2) ��ork is based on problems of rural people
(3) Basic overall objectives of Extension teaching do not change
(4) Emphasis in Extension teaching methods do change
(5) All available media should be used
(6) Present trend is on long range program planning
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Better living and improved human relations for families are our major
objectives. We::. try to build up an awareness on the part of homemakers of
their problems and how the findings of research can be used to solve them.
Y�e believe we educate when people are encouraged to think and to make
changes in their thinldng and behavior.
11m sure the conference was of mutual benefit to both the very new Agents
who hava joined the staff and to those who have been in the work for a period
of years.
The 11th Annual Country Life Conference on the University of Arizona campus
was a wonderful success from every angle except attendance. The Yuma County
Hone Agents tried earnestly to publicize the event and to secure delegates
to attend. Many homemakers Were interested 'in going and fifteen made active
plans. However, at, the last, one thing and another happened to prevent-­
canpany for ·the Easter holidays--daughters and sons home for the Easter
vacation--husbands working in the fields who had to be fed--some emergency
sickness. In the final issue, Yuma County ' s delegation consisted of Mrs.
Lillie McCain Smith, Mrs. Esther Allen, Beryl Burt, Assistant Hane Agent,
MarieL'.Hopkins, Horne Agent.
-
lt�e were very proud of the program contributions of Mrs. Allen. At the
Conference Banquet on v'iednesday evening, April 24, she gave an illustrated
talk telling of -her travels to the Fiji Islands. The general theme of the
banquet program was "Visiting )fomen of the World". N.Ll"s. Allenls description
of the customs and living habits of these sincere but little-mown Melanesian
and Polyne sian P3 ople of the South Pacific was very fine.
Two day-time panels were highlights of the Conference as follows: 'lWhat
Should be the Educational Program for Young WOlmn?", "On Being An American".
All parts of the program were of superior quality ....
The In-Service Training School IIMoney Management Vworkshopll held in May at
the University, the Agent felt was the most helpful thing. of' its kind she
had ever attended. It was planned and engineered by Miss Grace Ryan, Hane
Management Specialist, and was a program of which anyone could be very proud.
The chief speakar of the week was Dr. Starley Hunter, Specialist in Family
Economics and Home Management, United States Department of Agriculture.
Among others, she was ably assisted by Marion Stevens Eberly, Director,
��omenls Division, Institute of Life Insurance, J.�eW York City; Dr. Ruth C. Hall,
Director, School of Home Economics, University of Arizona; Dr. Lauren Casaday,
Director, Bureau of Business Research, University of Arizona; Dr. George W.
Campbell, Agricultural Extension Service. Subjects covered included:
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Family Values, Goals �nd Needs, Family Resources, �thods of Teaching Credit,
Use of Family Income, Mating a Spending Plan, Business Centers and Record
Keeping, Insurance Survey of Family Needs, The Econcmy in vWhich v�·e Live,
Family Use of Credit, Installment Buying.
The Yuma County Home Agent was made chairman of the Steering Carmnittee or
Home Agents I Panel. To summarize the w.-orkshop, the committee did a sldt
devised to shes how the material taught during the week could be used in the
Hone Agents 1 County program.
The State Roundup, as well as other out-of-county 4-H events, have been
told previously under pro'ject activities - D (c). For that reason, they
will not be retold here.
The 43rd Annual Extension Conference was a very successful event, both from
the angle of subject matter and plans for too present and future.
Guest speakers from out of State were: Mrs. Kathryn Zinunerman, State leader,
Home Economics Extension, University of Missouri; :Mr. Luke M. Schruben,
Assistant Administrator, Federal Extension Service; Mr. William F. Calkins,
1�nager of Office of Agricultural Publications, University of California,
Berkeley.
lViI's. Zimmerman, as a Home Agent Counsellor, made a big contribution. Her
topics for discussion were as follows: "Building for the Future", "Our
Responsibilities to Rural Families", "Evaluating Tec}1.niques for Reaching.
More Homemakers". Both :Mr. Schruben and Mr. Calkins stimulated our interest
for even better _ job analysis and made us feel the worthwhileness as well
as scope of our work.
The University faculty contributed much to the program in the persons of:
Dr. Richard A. Harvill, PreSident, University of Arizona; Dr. John Willi�
Assistant Professor of Agricultural Education; Dr. Harold E. Myers, Dean of
College of Agriculture.
Mr. ��illiam R. IvIathews, Publisher, Arizona Daily Star, contributed much to
the pro;ram with his "Report from Burope '",
All in all, it was a wonderful Conference and one long to be remembered.
The trip to the Cochise County Fair in September was occasioned by the Home
Agent being assigned to act as an official judge. This year, for the first
time, she was asked to secure two qualified local honemaker-s to accompany
her and help with the Home Economics judging. The plan proved very successful.
The homemakers did a very conscientious job. Trey Were prepared for the
task by review with the Agent of material on judging sent from the State
office. Their decisions seened to be very well received.
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Publicity may be classified under two headings as follows: Newspaper,
Circular and mimeographed letters.
1952 saw a change in newspaper publicity. Until January of 1952, the Yuma
Daily Sun, which is the local paper, gave regular publicity to 4-H Club work
as well as to other activities of the Extension program. The Home Agent
shared with other staff members of the Connty Agent's office a farm page
appearing each week in the paper. The Agent also contributed to a weekly
'cclnmn, which was sent by the County Agent's office to the Somerton Star,
a paper published each V'4ednesday and With wide circulation in Somerton, Gadsden
and surrounding valleys.
In January of 1952, the Yuma County Farmer came into being. Since then, the
Agent has contributed a weekly column in the Farmer, which is used to dispense
subject matter as 'well as news items.
.
During the current year, there have been" mimeographed newsletters
all the homemakers mailiIUL.l 4-H leader and
fashions have changed, and creat­
ive home artistry has changed'
also.
"The new section is called 'Crea­
tive Home Articles' and is for
household items made of discard­
ed or re-adapted materials. It is
open to all-men, women, boys and
girls-and has a dozen ¢ategories.
They include sueh things as wall
decorations, lamp shades, albums,
scrapbooks or cook books, articles
made from cans such as footstools,
planters, wastebaskets, candles or
candle h9lders, vases, articles made
from styrofoam, homemade toys,
and, ot course,· a miscellaneous
587, Yu:tna, .n.J;�.�U.u,!".
2342."
I'd like to join in reques��r
support of the "O;reativ_;;r�e
Articles" division �,S well as ;your
participation in, the other divisi�_s
of the Home :6:eonomies �Jnt
Section of the Fair. Please study
the 1957 p1remium list for en"trY
possibilities.
of weekly article in
County Farmer
other.
''Those of you
enterec\ aD. item
reaUze the
and ..om:pli&!�m.ent
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tra, the radio program National
Barn Dance and the terrific Cine­
rama Holiday. To a lot of us, the
Horse Show at the National Live­
stock Exposition was new and dif­
ferent. It was there that we par­
ticipated in the annual 4-11 parade.
In the general assemblies We heard
the best speakers. To plea�e ev­
eryone at the Friell4lshiR Party
and Farewell Party, We hEld ball­
room dancing on one floor �d
square dancing on another
We were given a chance to shop
in the huge depa:mn�nt stores,
too. The whole C� eElS was UJ.iI.O'..·.I'IU
ned to please ev :ne with
iety of activitie, Jt all .lmtMlICiu:o. l�omDl_dty
wha1;,
our denommatton,
came to a clese,
to sing The star ISpi�tJ,g�led
I guess we will
sometimes when
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In January, the Home Agent was active' in plans for the Home Econanics division
of the Yuma County Fair.
Among other things, Miss Jo Perrill, Woman Editor of Arizona Farmer, was in
the County the week of January 15. The Agent arranged for a Fair committee
lOOeting at the home of Mrs. Lillie Smith� Here,. details of the new
department, "Creative Home Articles� were set forth. These were later
formulated into an article, "New Idea for Yuma Fair", which appeared in
the Ariz ona Farmer-Ranchman in the February 2 issue.
Fair committee meeting making plans for "Creative
Horne Articles" department.
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In January and early February, the Home Agent was active in plans, preparation
and carrying through of too Second Annual Rally Day Tea. Hostesses were
the v�omen's Division Superintendents of the County Fair. The reason for
the tea was to help with a more thorough and even distribution of Fair Premium
List Catalogs than in years past and to further stimulate interest in making
entries in the Home Economics Division of' the Fair. Some five hundred
invitations Were mailed to the Presidents of all women's organizations in
the County as well as to all past exhibitors and to Homemaker Club members.
ghe 3lome economics 9Jepa'ltment
of the �fifth Jlnnual Cljuma County <3ai'l
cO'ldially invites you to a tea
to be held at
the Jl'lizona 9?.u: Se'lvice Jludito'liwn
1313 <3ou'lth Jlvenue, Cljwna, Jl'lizona
CWednesday, <3ebwa'lY 6, 1957
between the hou'lS of 2=5 p.m. and 7=9 p.m.
9:lease use pa'lkinq lot eninance
In preparation for the Tea, each Superintendent prepared an exhibit illus­
trative of entries appropriate for her division. The exhibit for the new
division IICreative Home Articles" led all others in guest interest. This
was at least partly due to the fact that the division was not familiar •
. Refreshments Were served in the form of a tea table with punch and honemada
cookias , Fair premium books and entry blanks were given out to all who
attended. In addition to the Superintendents and the Agent, the affair was
hosted by Mr. Frank Deason, Executive Secretary of the Fair.
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CONVERSATION-Busy with the preparation of a fair entry, Superi
rie Laputka (seated) discusses the forthcoming fair with Mrs. Bob 8rulnbalch:l'
200 people attended the teos held last Wednesday at the Ar.izana
Auditorium.
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During March of the current year, there were two Pre Fairs in too County ,
The first was at Parker on March 22-23 and was participated in by the Assistant
Home Agent. Joining the Barker and Poston areas for the first time were
4-H Clubs from Quartzsite and Salome. The Fair showed improvement over al�
previous years. The 4-H booths evidenced much thought , ingenuity and work
on the part of both 4-H'ers and leaders.
The second Pre Fair was held at Viellton on ]'1'arch 30. It was participated
in by 'Vvellton and Roll 4-H'ers and showed improvement in both quantity and
quality over the 1956 Pre Fair.
Sub ProjJ ct K - Miscellaneous
For several years past as w�ll as this current year, the Gadsden Club has
donated official 4-H jackets for SVleepstakes prizes for a boy and a girl at
the County Fair. This year, an appeal was made for th..e Club, toge.ther ·with
the Gadsden Farm Bureau, to help finance three local boys to the Boy Scout
Jamboree held at Valley Forge near Washington D. C. The club voted to
contribute $50 for each boy which mearrt that �l50 had to be raised. It was
decided to have a series of Monday morning brunches during July in order
to do this. _The Agent served in an ex-officio capacity helping with menu
planning as well as preparation, etc. The venture was successful and
sufficient funds Were raised.
The Pioneer Homemakers clubs worked with related agencies for programs in
First Aid and Civil Defense. The Red Cross provided the First Aid instructor
while Sergeant Edwin Kemp presented the program on Civil Defense.
The Assistant Home Agent in cooperation with hlr. Garrett Blackwell, County
Agen� and :rAre Paul Lineberry, Assistant County Agent, has carried on a
series of plarmed home visits in the \�'el1ton-Mohawk area. To quote the
Assistant Home Agent, "As a result of these visits or kitchen plaruti.ng
conferences, I feel I have a much better understanding of the people and
their problems in that area and they in turn have better understanding of
the Agricultural Extension Service".
One cannot be a Home Agent in one County for twenty-two years without making
many contacts that serve to stimulate community life, recreational and
otherwise. Hence, many services have been rendered which, in themselves,
may not warrant mention but which have together been a real positive factor.
E. OUTLOOK AND RECO�lENDATIONS
The outlook for Home Agent work in Yuma County seems to be one of comparative
security because the things which the work has to offer are timely and needed
in the operation of home s ,
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